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The Estimates of the Government of Canada are structured in several parts. Beginning 
with an overview of total government spending in Part I, the documents become increasingly
more specific. Part II outlines spending according to departments, agencies and programs and
contains the proposed wording of the conditions governing spending which Parliament will be
asked to approve. 

The Report on Plans and Priorities provides additional detail on each department and its
programs primarily in terms of more strategically oriented planning and results information
with a focus on outcomes.  

The Departmental Performance Report provides a focus on results-based accountability
by reporting on accomplishments achieved against the performance expectations and results
commitments as set out in the spring Report on Plans and Priorities.



Foreword

On April 24, 1997, the House of Commons passed a motion dividing on a pilot basis the
Part III of the Estimates document for each department or agency into two separate documents:  a
Report on Plans and Priorities tabled in the spring and a Departmental Performance Report tabled
in the fall.

This initiative is intended to fulfil the government’s commitments to improve the expenditure management
information provided to Parliament. This involves sharpening the focus on results, increasing the
transparency of information and modernizing its preparation.

The Fall Performance Package is comprised of 83 Departmental Performance Reports and the
President’s annual report,  Managing  for Results 2000.

This Departmental Performance Report, covering the period ending March 31, 2000
provides a focus on results-based accountability by reporting on accomplishments achieved against the
performance expectations and results commitments as set out in the department’s Report on Plans and
Priorities for 1999-00 tabled in Parliament in the spring of 1999.

Results-based management emphasizes specifying expected program results, developing meaningful
indicators to demonstrate performance, perfecting the capacity to generate information and reporting on
achievements in a balanced manner. Accounting and managing for results involve sustained work across
government.

The government continues to refine its management systems and performance framework. The
refinement comes from acquired experience as users make their information needs more precisely
known. The performance reports and their use will continue to be monitored to make sure that they
respond to Parliament’s ongoing and evolving needs.

This report is accessible electronically from the Treasury Board Secretariat Internet site: http://www.tbs-
sct.gc.ca/rma/dpr/dpre.asp

 Comments or questions can be directed to the TBS Internet site or to:

Planning, Performance and Reporting Sector
Treasury Board Secretariat
L’Esplanade Laurier
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1A OR5
Tel: (613) 957-7167
Fax (613) 957-7044

http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/rma/dpr/dpre.asp
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Canada’s transportation system is considered one of the safest in the world. Transport Canada’s objective
has always been to ensure high standards for safe and secure transportation systems, and we have in
recent years overhauled the legislative regimes governing safety. We have implemented transportation
policies that address the needs of Canadians from coast to coast; the many reforms we put forward have
all contributed to improving the prosperity of this country. And we have not neglected the environment;
we have been working hard to reduce the negative impact of transportation on the environment and
have made considerable progress on our Sustainable Development Action Plan.

Canadians support the fundamental tenets of our work. According to a recent “Focus Canada” survey:

• 60 per cent of Canadians think that changing Transport Canada’s role — from operator to policy
maker and regulator — has had a positive impact on transportation in Canada;

• 74 per cent of Canadians describe the condition of the nation’s transportation infrastructure as good
or adequate;

• 66 per cent of Canadians say they believe the services and overall condition of airports have improved
or remained about the same since local airport authorities took over from Transport Canada;

• 56 per cent of Canadians believe that the country’s transportation infrastructure has increased 
pollution levels;

• 90 per cent of Canadians believe that improving our transportation infrastructure would have a
positive impact on tourism; 80 per cent believe it would have a positive impact on job creation; 
68 per cent believe it would have a positive impact on the environment; and

• 85 per cent of Canadians agree that major expenditures must be made over the next ten years to
upgrade and repair Canada’s national highway system — and support increases when they learn
that these upgrades and repairs would create between 14,000 and 20,000 full-time jobs and pre-
vent 250 traffic deaths and 16,000 personal injuries every year, and that vehicle operating costs
across Canada would be reduced by $360 million annually.

This report provides an overview of our performance over the past year. For readers who would like
to obtain more detailed information on our work, we have included references to additional sources
throughout the report. Our annual report on the state of transportation in Canada, Transportation in
Canada 1999, is a particularly good source of information about transportation issues.

We have been making excellent progress in contributing to our three key results commitments:

A safe and secure national transportation system

• We continue to modernize our legislation and regulations (see Section 3.3 starting on page 42).

• We’ve made significant progress on initiatives related to current safety issues — Road Safety Vision
2001 (see page 13), Rail Safety Direction 2006 (see page 14), Civil Aviation Flight 2005 (see page 15),
and the campaign to reduce small vessel accidents (see page 16).

• Work has begun on initiatives to address emerging safety issues — our strategy for implementing
Explosives Detection System technology at Canadian airports (see page 18), and a campaign to
reduce air rage (see Flight 2005 on page 15).

• We continue to refine our safety and regulatory oversight of devolved aviation operations (see page 17).

• Our national recruitment and retention campaign has already seen early success (see page 19).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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A competitive, efficient and effective transportation system

• We introduced Bill C-26 to ensure the orderly restructuring of Canada’s airline industry 
(see page 20).

• We announced $400 million in funding to revitalize VIA Rail (see page 21).

• We implemented Canada’s plan for Intelligent Transportation Systems (see page 22).

• We developed measures to improve the grain transportation and handling system (see page 23).

• We have continued to transfer airports and ports to local control, and have completed a compre-
hensive lease review of the first four Local Airport Authorities established to operate airports in
Canada (see pages 24 and 25).

Environmental awareness and stewardship

• We expanded our departmental Environmental Management System (see page 29).

• We launched the Moving on Sustainable Transportation Program (see Challenge 4 of our
Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS), page 39).

• We developed a draft set of sustainable performance indicators (see Challenge 6 of our SDS, page 40).

TRANSPORT
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I am pleased to submit Transport Canada’s 1999–2000 Departmental Performance Report.

Over the past year, significant progress has been made by the department in meeting the commitments
set out in its 1999–2000 Report on Plans and Priorities.

We continue to promote transportation safety, with an emphasis on practical and effective regulations.
As always, we work closely with both industry and the Transportation Safety Board on initiatives such
as simplifying and harmonizing legislation and raising awareness of safety issues and regulations.

While Canada’s transportation system is one of the best in the world, it must be maintained and mod-
ernized to keep up with technological and international developments. To this end, financial policies
have focused on supporting viable capital expansions, setting priorities for infrastructure improve-
ments and finding creative and sustainable solutions to transportation challenges.

Trade is vital to Canada’s well-being, and the transportation system must support Canadian trade and
tourism efficiently and affordably. For this reason, we’ve promoted the use of “smart” technology to help
smooth the flow of traffic and make our roads safer, to improve the movement of goods to and from
ports, and to facilitate the movement of people and goods throughout the country and across the border.

Sustainability — making our transportation system environmentally friendly, as well as economically
and socially viable — is an ongoing priority. The transportation sector is currently the largest single
source of greenhouse gas emissions in Canada; our policies and programs must help to minimize 
its environmental impact. Transport Canada has been working with its partners and stakeholders 
to identify a pragmatic, collaborative, cost-effective approach to this challenge.

I hope you find our report informative. I believe it will help to clarify the role of Transport Canada and show
how we are working to deliver our vision of the best possible transportation for Canada and Canadians.

The Honourable David M. Collenette, P.C., M.P.
Minister of Transport

1 MINISTER’S MESSAGE
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2.1 SOCIETAL CONTEXT

Objectives

As set out in Part II of the 1999–2000 Estimates, Transport Canada’s strategic objectives are to:

• Ensure high standards for a safe transportation system

• Contribute to Canada’s prosperity

• Protect the physical environment

• Work with partners and clients

• Strengthen our services

• Provide a challenging and supportive work environment

The first three objectives have been extracted for further emphasis as key results. (See Chart of Key
Results Commitments on p. 9.)

Departmental Priorities

As Transport Canada nears completion of its divestiture initiatives, we are renewing our focus on the
future. The new course we are charting will require us to build new relationships, undertake integral
studies and assessments, and identify new initiatives. The department has established seven strategic
priorities for the coming years, each of which is described in detail in its Business Plan 2000–2003 
(www.tc.gc.ca/TP13605e/00/). They are:

• Maintaining and enhancing the safety regime

• Fostering competitiveness in a global economy

• Advancing sustainable transportation

• Completing the divestiture programs

• Developing and managing infrastructure programs

• Facilitating transition to the knowledge-based economy

• Recruiting, retaining and developing human resources

Factors Influencing the Department

Transportation is a vital part of Canada’s well-being, and Transport Canada is striving to provide a
national transportation system that responds to today’s social, economic and environmental needs.
Some of the challenges facing the department are presented below:

• Globalization. Global firms seek trans-national rules and harmonization (uniformity across state policy
frameworks) to facilitate the unhindered movement of goods and capital. As a result, our national market
frameworks and regulatory regimes are being increasingly debated and negotiated, both internationally and
regionally. The North American Aviation Trilateral, for example, is establishing mandatory civil aviation
security standards to facilitate the harmonization of Canadian, U.S. and Mexican civil aviation security pro-
grams. The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe is negotiating a “Multi-pollutant, Multi-effects
Protocol,” which will be used as the basis for Canada’s Federal Smog Management Plan and the
Canada/U.S. Air Quality Agreement. It is clear that the department’s domestic and international agendas
are becoming increasingly intertwined. While Canada cannot control world direction, it can exert a strong
influence. Our national responses to these pressures will increasingly dominate Canada’s policy agenda.

2 DEPARTMENTAL PERFORMANCE
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• Infrastructure. Canada’s growth in trade and traffic is placing unprecedented demand on key 
corridors and international gateways. Other infrastructure pressures result from the continued
urbanization of Canada, which has been accompanied by stagnant or declining transit ridership
and an increase in the use of private vehicles, all without a comparable increase in road capacity. 
The transportation infrastructure challenge in Canada is to cope with growth in urbanized areas,
maintain infrastructure and services in rural areas, and expand our key corridors and international
gateways to support trade.

• Sustainable Development. Sustainable development will continue to be a major public issue for
the foreseeable future, and is one of the key challenges to be faced by the transportation sector on
a global basis. Current growth rates suggest that 800 million more people will own cars over the
next 40 years. Based on current technology and usage habits, this would place enormous strains
on the world’s environment. The transportation sector is a large contributor to Canada’s emissions
of smog-forming pollutants, and represents the single largest source of Canada’s greenhouse gas
emissions. Transport Canada will play an important role in fostering sustainable transportation
through its Sustainable Development Strategy, its work with the Transportation Table on Climate
Change, and its environmental remediation activities. (See Section 3.2 for details.)

• Divestiture. The airport divestiture program is nearing completion and port divestitures are well
underway, but ongoing issues continue to face both programs. These include First Nations’ land
claims and provincial positions that are outside the department’s direct control, and environmen-
tal considerations at some sites. The issues will not likely be resolved in the immediate future and
are expected to pose an ongoing challenge for the department, particularly with regard to the port
divestiture program.

• Recruitment and Retention. Years of fiscal restraint, coupled with an aging workforce, have left 
the public service with a significant human resource gap in some skill areas, making recruitment and
retention a high priority for government. For Transport Canada, the recruitment and retention of safety
and security inspectors and other related professionals pose a significant challenge, particularly in light
of private-sector competition for the same qualified employees. To address this issue, we initiated a
campaign to recruit civil aviation and marine safety inspectors, pilots, and engineers. We are identify-
ing core competencies, recruiting subject matter experts, and delivering appropriate training to ensure
careful succession planning that will allow us to continue to fulfil our mandate.

• Information Technology. Information technology has the capacity to transform the world as 
profoundly as did the steam engine, the automobile and electricity in the past. With the rise of a
more knowledge-based economy, barriers to full and open competition are disappearing.
Governments and businesses are re-inventing themselves to deliver their mandates, while remain-
ing competitive and relevant in a fast-changing world, focusing on the use of emerging technolo-
gies to streamline and replace paper-based processes. Citizens and businesses will increasingly rely
on these technologies to access government services and information; there is growing pressure to
make government more responsive and affordable through the provision of information and serv-
ices via electronic media. The Government On-Line (GOL) initiative embraces a vision of electronic
service delivery that will offer Canadians the services they need at the right time, in the right place,
and in a secure, convenient and accessible manner. To address the GOL-driven transformation,
Transport Canada is taking an integrated and strategic approach to service delivery, particularly in
the areas of information management/information technology (IM/IT), human resources, and finan-
cial planning and investment. The short supply of skilled human resources, combined with recruit-
ment and retention issues, will pose significant challenges over the next few years, particularly as
the department strives to meet the new electronic service delivery objectives.
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Co-delivery Partners

Transport Canada works in co-operation with hundreds of other organizations with an interest in
transportation issues.

Other federal organizations — Environment Canada, Department of National Defence, Fisheries
and Oceans Canada, Public Works and Government Services Canada, Canadian Security Intelligence
Service, Justice Canada, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Industry Canada, Health Canada, and
Solicitor General of Canada.

Provincial, territorial and municipal governments — particularly concerning the maintenance of
the highway system and enforcement of road safety.

Transportation sector industries — all of which count on the fair application of regulations and the
development of policies to enhance the efficiency of the transportation system — Canadian National
Railway, CP Rail, VIA Rail, Canadian Manufacturers of Aviation Equipment, Canadian Steamship
Lines, Algoma Central Marine, Air Canada, and NAV CANADA.

Agencies and associations — with a vested interest in the transportation infrastructure, regulatory
regime and safety — Transportation Safety Board, Canadian Airports Council, Canada Safety
Council, pilotage authorities, Railway Association of Canada, Transportation Association of Canada,
Canadian Energy Pipeline Association, Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, Shipping
Federation of Canada, Canadian Ship Owners Association, Canadian Marine Advisory Council,
Operation Lifesaver, Association québécoise de transport et des routes, United Transportation
Union, Canadian Ferry Operators Association, Canadian Urban Transit Association, Canadian
Council of Motor Transport Administrators, vehicle manufacturers associations, Canadian Trucking
Alliance, Air Transport Association of Canada, and Council of Marine Carriers.

International organizations — to share information and harmonize transportation regulations —
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, European Joint Airworthiness Authorities, International Civil
Aviation Organization, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, U.S. Federal Emergency Management
Agency, NATO, U.S. Federal Highway Association and National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, International Labour Organization, and International Maritime Organization.

TRANSPORT
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2.2 RESULTS COMMITMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS

2.2.1Chart of Key Results Commitments (KRC)

Transport Canada

Contributes to: As demonstrated by:

A safe and secure • a simplified, modern and effective regulatory regime
national transportation • effective and harmonized legislation, regulations and 
system standards in all transportation modes

• transportation industry awareness of, and compliance 
with, regulations and standards

• public awareness about safety
• accident and fatality statistics and trends, and accident

rate comparisons in the aviation, marine, rail and road
modes, and in the transportation of dangerous goods

A competitive, efficient,  • the removal of institutional and legislative barriers  
and effective to transportation operations
transportation system • shifting costs from taxpayers to users

• equitable fee structures based on current cost of 
service delivery

• devolution and commercialization of most remaining
operations

• effective operation of remote airports and public ports
• client satisfaction survey results
• commercial and financial viability and levels of 

competition in transportation services

Environmental awareness  • an environmental management system for 
and stewardship Transport Canada operations

• an effective sustainable transportation strategy
• effective administration of airport leases, navigation 

sites and the St. Lawrence Seaway management 
agreement

DEPARTMENTAL
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2.2.2Performance Expectations

As set out in its 1999–2000 Report on Plans and Priorities, Transport Canada is committed to pro-
moting transportation safety, sustaining strategic investment in transportation, supporting trade and
tourism through more productive and “smarter” transportation systems, and improving Canadians’
quality of life by promoting more sustainable transportation systems. The following are the significant
initiatives on which we promised to focus to achieve our key results commitments:

For a safe and secure national transportation system, we said we would:

• continue to modernize our legislation and regulations;

• continue to work on key safety initiatives, such as Road Safety Vision 2001 and Rail Safety
Direction 2006, to improve transportation safety and security;

• implement the Safety and Security Strategic Plan and the Performance Measurement and Reporting
Framework (reported in our 1998–99 Departmental Performance Report); and

• implement systematic risk management across all modes.

To achieve a competitive, efficient and effective transportation system, we intended to:

• develop a strategic long-term business plan for VIA Rail;

• develop a ground transportation strategy to encourage the best use of all transportation modes and
technologies (now reported under Intelligent Transportation Systems);

• examine options for Canada’s grain transportation and handling system;

• complete the various commercialization initiatives outlined in the Canada Marine Act
(reported in our 1998–99 Departmental Performance Report);

• continue to divest airports and ports to local interests;

• complete our review of the first five airports transferred to Local Airport Authorities (LAAs) 
[editor’s note: the five airports were transferred to four LAAs];

• deliver an Airport Capital Assistance Program to help airports make safety-related capital improve-
ments, and manage existing contribution programs to provide financial assistance to provinces for
the construction of highways; and

• clarify our cost recovery policy framework (this initiative has not been included in this report).

To increase environmental awareness and improve stewardship, we pledged to:

• design and deliver a sustainable transportation strategy for Canada;

• implement an environmental management system for Transport Canada;

• continue to manage the Transport Canada airports and ports that either have not yet been transferred
or have been designated as remote; and

• continue to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of departmental functions through government-
wide initiatives such as the Modernization of Comptrollership and Financial Information Strategy and
through the strategic use and organization of information management/information technology.

TRANSPORT
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2.3 PERFORMANCE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Our four business lines (as described on page 62) all work together to advance the department’s objectives. The chart below illustrates the primary contribution of each
business line to the KRCs, and offers samples of the main clients and partners involved.
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Clients and Partners
• Crown corporations

• Minister of Transport

• transportation industry 
associations

• other federal departments,
provinces and municipalities

• international organizations and
foreign governments

• shippers and carriers

• travelling public

Clients and Partners
• carriers and shippers

• manufacturers

• emergency response 
organizations

• other federal departments,
provinces and municipalities

• international organizations and
foreign governments

• transportation workers

• travelling public

Clients and Partners
• operators of transferred facilities

• tenants in airports/ports

• other federal departments,
provinces and municipalities

• environmental interest groups

Clients and Partners
• the departmental business line

• Parliament

• central agencies

• news media

direct impact indirect impact

A safe and secure national
transportation system

A competitive, efficient and
effective transportation system

Stewardship and 
environmental awareness

Policy Safety
and Security

Programs
and Divestiture

Departmental
Administration
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2.3.1 A safe and secure national transportation system …
that contributes to these government-wide priorities:
• Stronger Communities • Children • Canada’s place in the world

Canada has the privilege of having one of the safest transportation systems in the world. Transportation occur-
rence statistics published by the Transportation Safety Board for the marine, aviation, and rail modes show
long-term downward trends in accidents, accident rates, and fatalities. The aviation sector showed the fewest
accidents involving Canadian-registered aircraft in the last 25 years. Similarly, road collisions resulting in fatal-
ities also represented the lowest number during this period. The safety and security of Canada’s transportation
system continues to be one of the government’s most important initiatives. This commitment is reflected in all
of Transport Canada’s activities. The department’s focus is on developing practical safety programs and effec-
tive regulations — and on ensuring that these regulations and standards are respected. Central to meeting its
safety responsibilities has been the department’s ongoing implementation of the Safety and Security Strategic
Plan, coupled with the adoption of a systematic approach to safety risk assessment and management.

National Safety Statistics for 1999

Aviation Aviation accidents were down 12 per cent from 1998, and eight 
per cent from the 1994–1998 average. At 8.3 accidents per
100,000 hours flown, the 1999 accident rate was down from the
five-year average of 9.6. Fatalities were also 20 per cent lower than
the previous five-year average.

Road Road fatalities in 1998 (latest available data) were down 4.2 
per cent from 1997, and were 10.5 per cent below the five-year
average. The fatality rate per 10,000 registered motor vehicles also
declined, to 1.6 in 1998 from 1.7 in 1997; the previous five-year
average was 1.9.

Rail At 15.2 accidents per million train miles in 1999, accidents were up
five per cent from 1998, but down six per cent from the five-year
average. Although fatalities were up by four per cent in 1999, the
rate was still six per cent lower than the five-year average.

Marine Marine accidents were down 16 per cent from the five-year 
average, in spite of a seven per cent increase from 1998 to 1999,
and there were 17 per cent fewer fatalities. The 1999 accident rate
for commercial vessels was 3.5 per 1,000 trips, down slightly from
the five-year average rate of 3.6 in domestic and international trade.

Transportation of There were 496 reportable dangerous goods incidents in 1999,
Dangerous Goods 44 per cent of which occurred while in transit. Two fatalities 

were caused by the accidental release of dangerous goods, and 
29 incidents resulted in an evacuation.

Want more 
statistical information?

! Transportation 
in Canada 1999 
Annual Report

" www.tc.gc.ca/pol/
en/T-FACTS_E/
Transportation_
Annual_Report.htm

TRANSPORT
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Road Safety Vision 2001
(See Section 3.3 for amendments to the Motor Vehicle Transport Act, 1987)

Road Safety Vision 2001 is a national effort aimed at increasing the safety of Canada’s roads by raising
public awareness and knowledge of road safety, improving collaboration among road safety agencies,
and effecting tougher enforcement measures. Much of the effort has been directed toward the major
safety problems — drinking and driving and the non-use of seat belts. Implemented in 1996, Vision
2001 is supported by all levels of government and by key public and private sector stakeholders.

Road collisions continue to account for more than 90 per cent of all transportation-related deaths. We
have the know-how to reduce this number substantially, but we need to do more if we are to keep
pace with road safety progress in other developed countries. The department’s road safety activities in
1999–2000 — many of which directly support the Vision 2001 initiative — were carried out by
approximately 103 employees at a cost of $19 million.

We want to achieve …

• the safest roads in the world.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Conducted a national seat belt survey, compliance test programs, safety audits, and defect investigations.

• Developed performance criteria and test procedures related to preventing injuries to children from
side air bags.

• Published information through publications (e.g., SMASHED), fact sheets (e.g., “School Bus Collisions”)
and a video (Car Time 1-2-3-4) to increase the awareness of road safety issues.

• Published in the Canada Gazette, Part I and II, 20 regulatory initiatives concerning the safety of
motor vehicles sold in, or imported into, Canada.

• Facilitated Canada’s signing of the United Nations’ Global Agreement on Technical Regulations,
which will help harmonize regulations around the world.

And the results are encouraging!

Between 1996 (when Vision 2001 was implemented) and 1998 (latest available data), deaths and injuries
on Canada’s roads have been steadily decreasing — five per cent fewer road users have been killed, and a
further five per cent fewer have been injured in traffic collisions. Using the international measure of “deaths
per registered motor vehicle”, Canada’s road safety has improved over this period by almost nine per cent.

But even though the 1998 fatality rate dropped an impressive six per cent over 1997 levels, Canada’s
position in the world road safety arena is slipping. For 1998, Canada fell from eighth to ninth place
among the OECD countries. This is the second consecutive year that Canada has lost ground to other
nations despite registering noteworthy improvements over the previous year’s fatality rate. This high-
lights the need to be even more focused on our road safety efforts.

The compliance rate for proper seat belt usage has improved — the estimated proportion of all occupants
of passenger vehicles using seat belts was 90.1 per cent in June 1999, up from 88.7 per cent in June 1998.

Our record with regard to impaired driving has improved — motor vehicle fatalities involving impaired
drivers were down from 39 per cent to 38.2 per cent.

And we have increased overall awareness of and compliance with road safety requirements — road
fatalities decreased from 3,064 in 1997 to 2,934 in 1998.

Did You Know?

Enforcement agencies are
focusing on high-risk
drivers — those who
drive unbuckled, drive
after drinking, speed, or
run red lights.

Want more information
on road safety?

" www.tc.gc.ca/
roadsafety or 
e-mail us at
RoadSafety
WebMail@tc.gc.ca

# Call us toll-free at 
1-800-333-0371

! Road Safety
Vision Annual
Report, Making
Canada’s Roads
the Safest in 
the World

1999 Seat Belt 
Use in Canada

Canadian Motor 
Vehicle Traffic 
Collision Statistics

1999 State of
Road Safety in
Canada
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Rail Safety — Direction 2006
(See also Section 3.3 for amendments to the Railway Safety Act)

The Direction 2006 initiative is aimed at reducing grade crossing collisions and trespassing incidents by
50 per cent by the year 2006 (from a 1995 base year). The initiative focuses on seven key areas —
education, enforcement, engineering, research, legislative framework, resources, and communications —
and works through a partnership among all levels of government, railway companies, public safety
organizations, police services, unions and community groups.

Railway occurrences continue to represent a significant risk to both the public and the railways. In
1999, trespassing and crossing accidents, which constitute the majority of railway-related fatalities,
resulted in 92 fatalities. Transport Canada’s rail safety activities in 1999–2000 — many of which
directly support the Direction 2006 initiative — were carried out by approximately 133 employees at
a cost of $10.2 million. The department also provides annual financial assistance of approximately
$7.7 million for safety improvements, such as the installation of lights and gates, and the relocation
of road approaches at crossings.

We want to achieve …

• a 50 per cent reduction in the number of highway/railway grade crossing collisions and trespass-
ing incidents on railway property by 2006.

So here are some of the things we did . . .

• Provided a one-time contribution of $250,000 (in 1998–99) to the Railway Association of Canada to
produce educational and awareness material previously identified by more than thirty stakeholders.
The material was distributed to the general public, to provincial and municipal governments, and to
agencies and police departments.

• Provided a $200,000 contribution (on-going) to “Operation Lifesaver” to promote awareness of
rail safety issues. The organization produced educational and awareness materials and marketed them
to key target groups, and also undertook enforcement and engineering activities (they trained 900
community services officers to deliver the rail safety messages of Operation Lifesaver, for example).

And the results are encouraging!

The financial contributions made new partnership initiatives possible. Since the inception of Direction
2006 in 1996, accidents have decreased. In 1999, there was a marginal increase, but the number of
accidents is still 12.2 per cent lower than the average of the last five years. There was also an increase
in trespassing incidents in 1999; however, these too are still 7.7 per cent below the five-year average.

A national Angus Reid survey conducted in 1999 (concerning railway trespassing and safety issues)
revealed that a relatively low proportion of the Canadian population were aware of the potential 
dangers at highway/railway grade crossings. The survey also demonstrated that Canadians had a
biased view about who was at risk in crossing collisions and trespassing. These findings indicate the
importance of the Direction 2006 initiative and at the same time provide a benchmark against which
to evaluate its impact.

Did you know?

Passenger trains travel up
to 160 km/h and freight
trains 105 km/h. It can
take a train more than
one minute to come to 
a complete stop.

Want more information
on rail safety?

" www.direction2006
.com
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Civil Aviation — Flight 2005

In 1999, Transport Canada introduced its safety framework for civil aviation, Flight 2005, which
established safety targets that will take the Canadian aviation industry to a new level of safety and
ensure the public’s continued confidence in civil aviation in Canada. The framework describes the
safety directions for the next five years together with key results. Many individual initiatives arising
from this framework are being tracked through a complementary implementation plan. Two of the
more significant areas to be addressed are the implementation of the safety management concept into
aviation companies, and the mitigation of behavioural and organizational situations that contribute to
human errors in the aviation industry. With the co-operation and acceptance of industry stakeholders,
the department commenced a proactive approach to address these and other safety issues through a
combination of safety promotion, awareness training, and regulatory activity.

We want to achieve …

• a reduction in the number of aviation accidents and incidents; and

• a high level of public confidence in our civil aviation program.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Incorporated into the regulatory standards the requirement that all employees with technical
responsibilities in the area of aviation maintenance have “human factors” training.

• Established the Human Factors in Aviation Maintenance course, which has been delivered to
approximately 400 industry participants across the country since September 1999.

• Introduced the concept of safety management into the regulations governing aviation.

• Developed an integrated pilot training program for professional pilot licences, including relevant reg-
ulations and control processes for flight training organizations. This program is the first in the world
to apply a systems approach to professional pilot training. The approximate administrative cost of
this project was less than $50,000. (The program will be fully implemented in the fall of 2000.)

• Implemented an awareness campaign to educate the public about inappropriate behaviour on air-
craft, and the repercussions of interfering with crew members in the performance of their duties.
Canada was the first country in the world to engage in a campaign to enhance awareness in this
area. Other countries and aviation authorities have since expressed interest in this initiative.

• Chaired a government/industry/labour working group to recommend an effective strategy to reduce
the incidents of unruly and disruptive passengers (air rage). Members included the Air Transport
Association of Canada, several major airlines, the Air Line Pilots Association, the Canadian Union
of Public Employees (Airline Division), and members of various law enforcement agencies across
the country. The group assessed the adequacy of legislation, enforcement mechanisms, airline poli-
cies, awareness and training, and presented 11 recommendations to the Commercial Air Services
Operations Technical Committee to help contend with, and limit, future incidents.

• Developed and distributed safety promotion products in consultation with stakeholders — seven million
ticket stuffers, 10,000 English posters, and 6,100 French posters — at an approximate cost of $84,000.

And the results are encouraging!

As a result of the safety efforts of industry and government, there was an eight per cent decrease in
aviation accidents in 1999, from the 1994–98 average. The implementation of Flight 2005 ensures a
comprehensive approach to continuing this trend.

Did you know?

• Air transportation is
expected to increase
100 per cent over the
next 20 years.

• The majority (80–90
per cent) of all avia-
tion accidents can 
be attributed to 
some level of 
human error, and
maintenance-related
events are known to
play a role in about
6–25 per cent of
these accidents.

• There are more than
1,000 approved main-
tenance organizations
and about 10,000
aircraft maintenance
engineers ensuring
the airworthiness 
of commercial 
and privately 
owned aircraft.
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" www.tc.gc.ca/
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Industry awareness of the impacts of human factors on performance has increased.

Participants of the Human Factors in Aviation Maintenance course developed an increased knowledge
and understanding of safety models, latent and active safety issues, and human error theory, and
reported an appreciation of the value and benefits of participating in the training.

Pilots trained through the Commercial Pilot Training Program will be better equipped to meet real-life
situations encountered in commercial passenger transportation and will ultimately make better deci-
sions when confronted with difficult situations. With the co-operation of the flight training industry,
Canada is now in a position to become a pilot training leader in the global market.

The “air rage” campaign increased the awareness and understanding of the nature and consequences
of inappropriate passenger behaviour. Ongoing inquiries from industry groups, foreign governments
and other aviation authorities acknowledge the need for this campaign and an interest in the pro-
gression. A high level of participation and collaboration among the working group members underline
their agreement with the campaign approach and messages.

Marine Safety — Campaign to Reduce Small Vessel Accidents
(See also Section 3.3 regarding amendments to the Canada Shipping Act)

This campaign is aimed at reducing small passenger vessel accidents (vessels under 15 tons with
fewer than 12 passengers) by ensuring that the vessels are operating safely and in compliance with
applicable regulations. A “spot check” monitoring program — as opposed to annual inspections — is
considered to be the most effective strategy to verify that the proper safety equipment (e.g., fire-fight-
ing and lifesaving equipment) is on board at all times and that operators address safety issues year-
round. To reduce the associated risks, Transport Canada is reviewing and updating regulations and
standards to make sure they are current and valid; the enforcement of outdated requirements is both
inefficient and ineffective. Approximately $100,000 was spent on this campaign during 1999–2000.

We want to achieve …

• safe and secure marine transportation.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Mounted a publicity campaign in the summer of 1999 to reach local and national organizations con-
cerned with small passenger vessels, to raise awareness and develop partnerships on specific initiatives.

And the results are encouraging!

The campaign, coupled with the ongoing consultations concerning revisions to the Canada Shipping
Act, has led many vessel owners and industry associations to approach the department to offer to
work together on the development of safety frameworks for their industry.

Performance indicators such as a regular assessment of the level of awareness and compliance and
the provision of related accident statistics are being developed to monitor the progress and impact of
this initiative. Preliminary indications on the West Coast show that most vessels are inadequately
equipped when initially assessed, but are operational and working toward full compliance.

Want more information?

" www.tc.gc.ca/
marinesafety
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Safety and Regulatory Oversight of Devolved Entities

Many legislative, consultative and organizational mechanisms have been put in place to oversee the
various entities — including NAV CANADA and airports — whose functions were once part of
Transport Canada but are now under private-sector control. The department works with these entities
to continually refine its oversight relationships and agreements.

We want to achieve …

• a safe operating environment at Canada’s airports; and

• a reduction in the risk of collisions.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Provided information, guidance and direction to industry management to help devolved entities
meet Canadian and international standards. This includes publishing the Air Navigation Services
and Airspace Policies and Procedures Manual, developing regulatory instruments to address
shortcomings, and conducting risk assessments to introduce effective countermeasures.

• Conducted inspections and audits of regulated communities — their facilities, services and applica-
tion of regulations — to promote compliance and a better understanding of their obligations.

And the results are encouraging!

We’re seeing a general trend toward a decline in site manual errors, deficiencies in record-keeping for
knowledge verification testing and training, and altimeter-setting errors.

Stakeholders are exhibiting an improved understanding of the air navigation services and airspace
function, as demonstrated by their acceptance and approval of proposed regulatory amendments, as
well as the development of strategic alliances and partnerships (e.g., Transport Canada–NAV CANADA
Safety Oversight Committee).

An improved understanding by airport industry management of their roles and responsibilities is
becoming evident. Over time, this will lead to higher compliance with the inspection program, which
would provide justification for reduced inspection requirements of Airport Certificate holders.

Did you know?

Transport Canada’s 
Civil Aviation program
provides one-stop 
immediate response to
enquiries and publication
requests through its web
site and 1-800 call centre:

• 21,000 enquiries
were received in
1999 by telephone,
mail, and Internet,
and through walk-in
visits;

• the web site receives
approximately 
2.5 million hits a year.

Want more information?

" www.tc.gc.ca/
aviation/
index_e.htm

# Call us toll-free at 
1-800-305-2059
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Research and Development Program

By taking a leadership role in transportation technology research, development and innovation,
Transport Canada can accelerate the introduction of safer and more efficient transportation services
and systems. Our role is to raise awareness of the potential of new technology applications and to
develop and deploy systems that serve departmental objectives. Through its Transportation
Development Centre in Montreal, the department managed a $10 million research and development
(R&D) program in 1999–2000 — a program that has attracted national and international partners and
that has supported the activities of many departmental projects.

We want to achieve …

• a national transportation system that is safe, secure, competitive and sustainable.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Conducted tests on contaminated runways to correlate ground friction coefficients with aircraft
braking performance in a wide range of winter conditions.

• Developed reliable explosives detection systems for carry-on and checked baggage.

• Developed, in partnership with the Port of Montreal, a web-based electronic data interchange 
system to facilitate container tracking.

And the results are encouraging!

The transport sector continues to respond to our R&D project initiatives. This is demonstrated by
strong interest in workshops organized by the department, frequent visits to our web site, requests for
R&D publications, and the interest shown in the 6th World Congress on ITS, which was co-sponsored
by Transport Canada in November 1999.

Transport sector operators and suppliers are adopting innovations tested and proven through Transport
Canada R&D activities. Some examples are: improved aircraft de-icing fluids, security technology at
airports, intelligent transportation systems and accessible transportation systems.

Explosives Detection System Technology at Canadian Airports

Transport Canada is in the process of developing the regulatory framework for a Canadian explosives
detection system (EDS), which involves the screening of passengers and their belongings for explo-
sives on flights leaving Canada. EDS implementation must be responsive to Canadian security needs
at the required airports and traffic levels, while not impairing long-term viability of the aviation indus-
try. Transport Canada is working with the aviation industry to develop a policy framework and an
approach to industry implementation (Phase I). The acquisition and deployment of advanced EDS
technology (Phase II) will be the responsibility of the Canadian aviation industry. Funding for this
project was announced in the last federal budget.

We want to achieve …

• enhanced aviation security for international flights; and

• compliance with impending international security standards while maintaining a competitive 
position in the global economy.

Want more information
on our R&D projects?

! Transportation
Development
Centre Annual
Review

" www.tc.gc.ca/tdc/
index.htm

Did you know?

• European Civil
Aviation Conference
(ECAC) countries 
have agreed to full
EDS for checked 
baggage by 2003.

• The U.S. will have
installed EDS at 
450 airports by 2004.
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So here are some of the things we did …

• Established a joint department/industry working group to generate the data necessary to determine
the appropriate technologies and the associated operational procedures that will best meet govern-
ment and industry requirements.

• Initiated the drafting of EDS performance standards.

And the results are encouraging!

The Canadian aviation industry is becoming more aware of the requirements for EDS. The airports, the
airlines and Transport Canada are working closely together to arrive at requirements for a practical and
effective Canadian EDS.

Recruitment and Retention

Years of fiscal restraint, coupled with an aging workforce, have left the public service with a signifi-
cant human resource gap in some skill areas, making recruitment and retention a high priority for the
government. For Transport Canada, the recruitment and retention of safety and security inspectors and
other related professionals pose a significant challenge, particularly in light of private-sector competi-
tion for qualified employees. To address this problem, Transport Canada is undertaking the focused
recruitment and training of technical inspectors, engineers, civil aviation inspectors and other quali-
fied staff. We are working with the Public Service Commission to fill these positions and with Treasury
Board to provide terminable allowances to some of the existing employees for retention purposes.

We want to achieve …

• a highly skilled, professional and representative workforce that is recognized and respected by the
transportation industry; and

• public confidence in, and stakeholder satisfaction with, levels of service and safety.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Launched a national recruitment campaign, which included advertising in national newspapers and
magazines from December 1999 to April 2000. Approximately $470,000 was spent on recruitment
advertising.

• Established a candidate pool of approximately 900 applicants to facilitate staffing in critical 
regulatory vacancies.

And the results are encouraging!

We’ve increased the awareness and interest of potential candidates for employment with Transport
Canada — 2,879 applicants responded to our recruitment campaign. (It is too early to report on the
results of the campaign.)

Want more information?

" www.tc.gc.ca/
irc_cri/
index_e.html
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2.3.2 A competitive, efficient and effective national transportation system …
that contributes to these government-wide priorities:

• Dynamic Economy • Stronger Communities • Canada’s Place in the World

Canada’s transportation policies address the needs of Canadians from coast to coast. The many
reforms put forward by Transport Canada have all contributed to improving the prosperity of this coun-
try. In the past two decades, transportation costs have not increased as rapidly as have those in the
economy as a whole; if they had, they would be almost $10 billion more than they are today. As a
result of the intense competition brought about by deregulation, most of these gains — approximately
$8 billion — have been transferred to consumers and shippers in the form of lower prices. And
because transportation contributes to the cost of everything we buy, import or export, these gains
have contributed to making the Canadian economy more competitive and to improving the standard
of living of all Canadians. Part of the country’s success in controlling inflation has come from a trans-
portation sector that translated productivity improvements into cost savings and price reductions.

Restructuring of Canada’s Airline Industry

Faced with the chronic financial difficulties at Canadian Airlines International, it was necessary for the
federal government to restructure the airline industry in a way that would cause the least possible 
disruption to communities, the travelling public and airline employees. This restructuring would 
create, initially at least, one dominant air carrier in the country. Accordingly, the government 
took action to ensure that five basic principles would be respected: protection from price gouging; 
protection of service to small communities; the fair treatment of employees; the fostering of competition;
and the maintenance of Canadian ownership and control.

We want to achieve …

• a safe and healthy Canadian airline industry, controlled by Canadians for Canadians;

• an airline industry that provides an acceptable service level to all points in Canada at fair prices; and

• an airline industry capable of competing with the biggest and best airlines in the world.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Consulted extensively on the key issues with communities and the industry and with parliamen-
tarians, the Canadian Transportation Agency and the Competition Bureau.

• Introduced in the House of Commons on February 17, 2000, the Airline Restructuring Act (Bill C-26).
The bill included measures for dealing with predatory behaviour in the airline industry as well as
mechanisms for reducing barriers to entry, thereby fostering competition for Air Canada from new and
existing air carriers. The bill came into force on July 5, 2000.

• Received a three-year commitment from Air Canada to continue to provide post-merger domestic service
to communities being served by Air Canada, Canadian Airlines, and their wholly owned subsidiaries.

• Received a two-year commitment from Air Canada that, in the merger process, there would be no
involuntary layoffs or relocations of unionized employees of Air Canada, Canadian Airlines, or their
wholly owned subsidiaries.

• Developed a new competitive framework for international air services and bilateral relations,
including a review and liberalization of Canada’s international air charter policy.

TRANSPORT
CANADA
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• As part of the policy considerations related to domestic airline restructuring, competition issues
were handled by the Commissioner of Competition. The Commissioner received several undertak-
ings from Air Canada: to relinquish slots at Toronto’s Lester B. Pearson International Airport; to
offer Canadian Regional Airlines for sale; and to commit not to start up a discount airline in eastern
Canada before September 2001, should another Canadian air carrier (other than WestJet) commence
discount services in eastern Canada before September 30, 2000.

And the results are encouraging!

We have new airlines providing domestic services, and existing air carriers have expanded their
domestic networks.

We have appointed an independent transition observer to monitor and assess the impact of airline
restructuring over the next 18–24 months, and report to Parliament through the Minister of Transport.

We have appointed an air travel complaints commissioner to the Canadian Transportation Agency. The
Commissioner will review any complaint addressed to an airline that has not been resolved to the 
satisfaction of the travelling consumer.

We have a liberalized regime that allows the allocation of international routes to a wider selection of
Canadian air carriers. 

The Official Languages Act continues to apply in the case of Air Canada and its subsidiaries.

VIA Rail

In its 2000–2004 Corporate Plan, VIA Rail outlined the corporation’s successes in meeting its long-
term funding targets, including opportunities for improving the delivery of passenger rail services
through better use of existing resources, and addressed the issue of partnership contracts with local
private railways. Recognizing the urgency of VIA Rail’s requirements, the government announced that
$401.9 million in additional funding would be provided to the corporation over a five-year period. The
goal is to put an end to the deterioration of Canada’s passenger rail system and ensure that VIA can
operate safely and efficiently in the years to come. This truly marks the beginning of a renaissance
for passenger rail in Canada.

We want to achieve …

• a safe and efficient national passenger rail system that provides Canadians with a viable, economic
and environmentally sound transportation option.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Developed, in conjunction with VIA Rail, its 2000–2004 Corporate Plan, which identified the
urgent need to stabilize the corporation’s existing network of trains and services, to address key
health and safety concerns, and to provide for modest growth.

And the results are encouraging!

The additional funding in support of urgent capital improvements, health and safety projects and
investments for growth will translate to more frequent rail services, more modern VIA trains and a
more reliable system overall.

The improved rail system will provide a transportation option that will help reduce highway congestion
and greenhouse gas emissions in the Quebec City–Windsor corridor and support tourism in Western and
Atlantic Canada.

Want more information
on VIA Rail?

" www.viarail.ca

Want more information
on airline restructuring?

" www.tc.gc.ca/pol/
en/T-Facts_E/Air/
Airline_
Restructuring_
Menu_Page.htm
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Intelligent Transportation Systems

Improvements in technology will address many of the challenges confronting transportation in Canada.
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) comprise a broad range of diverse technologies applied to trans-
portation to improve safety, efficiency, reliability and environmental performance — without necessarily
having to physically alter existing infrastructure. Canada’s ITS Plan, developed by Transport Canada and
announced by the Minister of Transport in November 1999, is aimed at promoting the development and
deployment of ITS by and for all modes across urban and rural Canada. The department is leading the
implementation of this plan, which will require sustained effort and leadership to ensure that the bene-
fits of ITS are fully realized. To achieve the best possible results, we are working with the Intelligent
Transportation Systems Society of Canada, the provinces, territories and municipalities, other federal
departments such as Industry Canada and Environment Canada, academia, the private sector and the
United States. During fiscal year 1999–2000, approximately $5 million was spent on this initiative.

We want to achieve …

• improved mobility and a smoother flow of traffic on congested corridors, making them safer and
more environmentally sustainable;

• improved inter-modal transfers and processing of travellers and goods across international borders; and

• increased productivity through improved efficiency and reliability of transport operations.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Funded ITS-related projects to accelerate the development and deployment of ITS across Canada:

• made available $7 million in funding for commercial vehicle safety systems improvements to 
facilitate further ITS deployment;

• entered into a contribution agreement to provide $250,000 to the ITS Society of Canada, which
serves as the department’s principal technical advisor on ITS; and

• provided a $250,000 contribution to the University of Toronto to establish an ITS test bed for
purposes of testing ITS applications and training students.

• Entered into partnerships with provinces and territories and the private sector to develop a joint ITS
planning framework.

• Conducted ITS awareness sessions in Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary, Montreal and Moncton; participated
in international ITS export missions; and sponsored and participated extensively in the 6th World
Congress on ITS, held in Toronto in November 1999.

And the results are encouraging!

We’ve increased the awareness and knowledge of ITS across Canada and internationally.
Governments at all levels — provincial, territorial and municipal — are developing ITS strategic plans
to promote and guide ITS deployment.

Want more information
on ITS?

! An ITS Plan for
Canada: En Route
to Intelligent
Mobility (TP 13501)

Canada’s ITS
Deployment and
Integration Plan 
(TP 13542)

" www.tc.gc.ca/pol/
en/its/menu_e.htm
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Grain Transportation and Handling System

The Government of Canada introduced measures to increase efficiency and cut costs in Canada’s grain
handling and transportation system. Extensive consultations were undertaken by former Supreme
Court Justice Willard Estey, followed by recommendations by Mr. Arthur Kroeger on how best to imple-
ment a more efficient system.

We want to achieve …

• a commercial, competitive and accountable grain handling and transportation system that meets
the needs of Canadians.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Introduced amendments to the Canada Transportation Act.

• Announced measures dealing with a revenue cap, grain roads, new provisions for final offer arbitra-
tion, tendering for logistical services for grain, and facilitation of the transfer of branch lines to 
community-based short lines.

And the results are encouraging!

A revenue cap (effective August 2000) was established that will result in an estimated $178 million
annual reduction in railway revenues for transporting grain; this represents an estimated 18 per cent
reduction from forecast 2000–2001 revenue levels.

There is an increased capability for more commercial operation — the Canadian Wheat Board is now
tendering at least 25 per cent of sales through Western Canadian ports.

The transfer of branch lines to community-based short lines has been facilitated and the final offer
arbitration process simplified.

Want more information
on grain transportation?

! www.tc.gc.ca/
railpolicy/
default_e.htm
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Canada’s Airports

Airport programs, including the divestiture of all but remote airports, are designed and implemented to ensure
that Canada and Canadians have the best possible airport system. By fostering more commercial and locally
accountable airport management and producing self-sufficient airports, these programs ultimately reduce the
burden on the Canadian taxpayer. Transport Canada plays many roles with respect to the country’s airports —
we are the landlord for the largest and busiest airports; we continue to operate the remote airports and those
not yet transferred; we provide funding to eligible airports through the Airports Capital Assistance Program
(ACAP) to assist in financing capital work relating to safety, asset protection and cost reduction; we negotiate
airport transfer agreements; and we maintain an oversight and monitoring role for the airports system.

We want to achieve …

• a reduced burden on the federal taxpayer for the operation of Canadian airports; and

• an adequate, safe, efficient and environmentally responsible airports system.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Transferred an additional 10 airports to local interests. Of the 136 airports (excluding remote sites) orig-
inally owned, operated or subsidized by Transport Canada, 115 (85 per cent) have been transferred.

• Contributed $20 million for eligible projects at 64 airports through ACAP.

• Undertook a comprehensive lease review of the first four Local Airport Authorities (LAA) established to
operate airports in Canada (Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton and Montreal). The review was mandated to
assess the success of the divestiture policy and to identify issues impeding effective service delivery.

• Completed an evaluation of ACAP (following its fifth year of operation) and an internal audit of selected
ACAP projects and overall program administration — and renewed the program for another five years.

• Completed a framework paper describing our oversight and monitoring role, and created a data
base of airport statistics, financial information, etc.

And the results are encouraging!

The LAA Lease Review found that the LAA airports — and other National Airports System (NAS) 
airports — were well operated, but identified some problem areas that could diminish the effectiveness
of the system. We have now started work on resolving the issues, and future adjustments may be made
to the National Airports Policy. This could include some revisions to the policy regime for airports.

As a result of the LAA Lease Review, airport authorities and other key stakeholders have an increased
awareness of the policy issues facing the government, as well as the weaknesses in the framework
within which the airport authorities operate. Several authorities have started to adopt industry best
practices in the field of governance.

The ACAP evaluation confirmed the ongoing need for the program. As a result of the audit, a com-
prehensive management action plan is being implemented to address the findings and recommenda-
tions in areas such as the implementation of a cost-effective framework for managing ACAP funding,
environmental issues, mobile equipment and asset maintenance.

TRANSPORT
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Want more information
on airport programs?

! National Airports
Policy

Airports Programs
and Divestiture
Status Report

LAA Lease Review
Consultation
Report, 
April 1999

" www.tc.gc.ca/
airports/nap/
airNapMSR_en.htm
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Canada’s Ports

The National Marine Policy was developed to further the government’s initiative to rationalize the
Canadian transportation system by establishing a network of major ports comprising independently man-
aged Canada Port Authorities (CPA) in conjunction with the divestiture of all but the remote regional/local
ports. To facilitate the regional/local transfers, which are planned for completion by March 31, 2002, the
department has in place a $125 million Port Divestiture Fund (PDF) and a $40 million Port Transfer Fund
(PTF). The 1999–2000 gross expenditures for regional/local port divestitures totalled $24 million, while
the revenues from port operations (net of commissions) were $18 million.

We want to achieve …

• a reduced burden on the federal taxpayer for the operation of Canadian ports; and

• an adequate, safe, efficient and environmentally responsible ports system.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Issued Letters Patent to 17 of the 18 ports initially designated to become CPAs (the Port of Hamilton
is not yet designated). In addition to the original 18 ports, application for CPA status was also
received from two other ports. The Belledune Port Authority received CPA status in March 2000,
while the application from the Oshawa Harbour Commission has been approved and CPA status is
expected in late 2000.

• Transferred or partially divested an additional 21 port facilities/sites. Since the start of the divesti-
ture program in 1995, a total of 358 public port facilities have been transferred or otherwise
removed from the department’s inventory.

• Provided $18 million to local interests through the PDF and expended $6 million from the PTF to
help deliver the program.

• Worked closely with provincial officials to:

• facilitate the transfer of 10 ferry wharves to the Province of Quebec; and

• transfer British Columbia water lots to potential divestees.

And the results are encouraging!

We have reduced by $21 million the net parliamentary appropriations for the support of public port
operations (from $27.7 million in 1995–96 to $7 million in 1999–2000).

CPAs now have the autonomy and flexibility to operate according to business principles, and stake-
holders’ interests are better represented through the new CPA governance structure.
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Want more information
on ports?

! 1999–2000 
Annual Report on 
Port Divestiture
and Operations

" www.tc.gc.ca/
portprograms/en/
menu.htm
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Federal Surface Transportation Programs

Highways. A good highway infrastructure is critical to the country’s economic health and the safety
of Canadians. Highways support the bulk of Canada’s trade activity, with 75 per cent of all freight
shipments handled by trucks. Highways also support 90 per cent of all inter-city travel. Although
highway matters in Canada are a provincial responsibility, the department’s role is to work closely
with provinces and territories, and in some cases municipalities, to ensure that the mobility of persons
and goods across Canada continues to be supported and that the economy is enhanced by the trans-
portation system. Over the years, Transport Canada has participated in a series of federal and provin-
cial cost-shared funding agreements to preserve and improve the safety of the existing highway
system. These efforts not only support transportation, both domestically and internationally, but also
economic development, tourism, telecommunications, culture, and the environment.

We want to achieve …

• an adequate, safe, efficient and environmentally responsible surface transportation infrastructure
for Canada.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Improved and modified the highway contribution management system to comply with the Auditor
General’s audit comments. All current project management systems for federal/provincial and 
federal/territorial highway agreements were updated to ensure that financial management 
information requirements are in place to meet agreement obligations; this allows for better project
tracking and analysis. New agreements define the engineering guidelines to be used in the con-
struction of jointly funded projects and ensure that visible joint government approvals are in place
for longer periods of time. As well, contribution agreements now include an emphasis on early
environmental assessment before construction begins.

• Administered seven cost-shared highway funding agreements that provided $138 million to five
provinces — Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Quebec —
facilitating provincial highway infrastructure programs.

• Invested $25.6 million in the Jacques-Cartier and Champlain Bridges, and $12.6 million in the
Victoria Bridge, all in Montreal.

• Created the Canadian National Committee of the World Road Association to enable Canadian rep-
resentatives, from both government and business, to communicate on road transportation issues.

And the results are encouraging!

Federal highway contribution resources are being used more effectively.

The Veterans Memorial Highway (Highway 416) in Ontario, the Route 1 perimeter in Prince Edward Island,
and Route 2 (31 kilometres of new four-lane highway between Saint-Basile and Saint-Leonard) in 
New Brunswick have been completed.

Through the Canadian National Committee of the World Road Association, Canadian businesses and
governments have access to international research related to road transportation, including technical
and practical experiences and best practices. This committee has opened new doors for Canadian busi-
nesses by enabling the sharing of information to enhance their objectives and deliverables.

Did You Know?

More than 40 per cent 
of Canada’s Gross
Domestic Product, 
and one in three jobs,
depend on trade — 
and highways support
the bulk of our 
trade activity.
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Want more information
on climate change?

" www.tc.gc.ca/
envaffairs/
english/
climatechange/
ttable
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2.3.3Environmental awareness and stewardship …
that contributes to these government-wide priorities:

• Children • The Environment • Stronger Communities

Sustainable development and climate change will continue to be major public issues for the foreseeable
future, and are two of the key challenges to be faced by the transportation sector on a global basis. Current
growth rates suggest that 800 million more people will own cars over the next 40 years. Sustainable 
transportation is thus a shared responsibility among governments, industry and the Canadian public;
Canadians are increasingly aware of the challenges facing the transportation sector and are looking to the
federal government for leadership. Transport Canada is committed to promoting a sustainable transporta-
tion system for Canadians by integrating environmental considerations into all its policies, programs and
operations. This section discusses the key accomplishments and the progress made last year in support of
sustainable transportation — climate change, smog management and the management of contaminated
sites. Activities in these areas support the commitments of Transport Canada’s Sustainable Development
Strategy (SDS) (see Section 3.2 on pg. 35 for detailed information on our SDS).

Transportation and Climate Change

Transportation is the largest single contributor of greenhouse gas emissions in Canada, producing some
25 per cent of total emissions. Forecasts estimate that transportation emissions will be 32 per cent
above 1990 levels by the year 2010. The Government takes this issue very seriously; the 1999
Speech from the Throne restated its commitment to the Kyoto targets. If ratified, the Kyoto Protocol
will commit Canada to reducing its emissions by six per cent below 1990 levels between 2008 and
2012. As co-sponsor and co-chair of the Transportation Table on Climate Change, Transport Canada
works with all levels of government, private industry stakeholders and non-governmental organiza-
tions to facilitate the development and implementation of a national strategy on climate change.

We want to achieve …

• a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector, in support of Canada’s
national target.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Submitted to Transport Ministers and the National Climate Change Secretariat an options paper that
identified potential measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from Canada’s transportation 
sector, and assessed the costs, benefits and impacts of those measures.

• Completed 25 analytical studies on various opportunities for reducing emissions from the transporta-
tion sector. The studies were posted on a public web site and served as input to the options paper.

• Consulted on the options paper with over 400 stakeholders in eight cities across Canada and, based
on the results, completed a companion report to the options paper.

And the results are encouraging!

Stakeholder engagement is significantly higher and their awareness of climate change issues and the
opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector is greatly increased.

We now have an improved database on emissions from transportation in Canada for government 
and Canadians.
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Air Pollution

Polls have shown that Canadians are particularly concerned about the impact of air pollution on their
health and quality of life. Because Canada’s transportation sector is responsible for 40 to 50 per cent
of smog-forming emissions, Transport Canada is working with interdepartmental and international
organizations to develop Canadian standards for air quality. The department also supports programs
to raise awareness of air quality issues.

We want to achieve …

• a reduction in the impact of air emissions from the transportation sector; and

• improved air quality for Canadians.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Partnered with Environment Canada to draft Phase 3 of the Federal Smog Management Plan, which
will serve as the federal strategy to implement Canada-wide standards on particulate matter and ozone.

• Partnered again with Environment Canada to provide 16 (free and voluntary) Vehicle Emissions
Inspection Clinics across Canada. A “no fees–no fines” approach was taken to encourage motorists
to participate; a failing grade brings only a suggestion to have work done on the vehicle.

• Contributed to the development of an international protocol under the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe to reduce smog.

• Conducted, through the International Civil Aviation Organization’s Committee on Aviation Environmental
Protection, a survey of international airports on air emissions and practices to control them.

And the results are encouraging!

The public is much more aware of vehicle emissions and their effect on the environment — and of the
importance of good vehicle maintenance.

National standards on smog have been implemented.

Results from the survey on international airports are being used to develop best management practices
for an ICAO circular titled “Operational Opportunities to Minimize Fuel Use and Reduce Emissions.”

TRANSPORT
CANADA
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Environmental Management

Transport Canada is responsible for the environmental management of its sites, which include airports,
storage areas and office buildings, and is working to promote the use of environmental management
systems (EMS) and best practices within the transportation sector. The department’s EMS was
expanded in 1999 to include a broader scope of departmental activities and operations.

We want to achieve …

• widespread application of sound environmental management practices within Transport Canada
and the transportation sector.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Contributed to the Canadian Standards Association document, Guide to the Implementation of ISO
14001 at Airports, to help airport operators in Canada achieve conformance with the international
standard. Also partnered with Environment Canada to apply the ISO 14001 EMS to the Aircraft
Services Directorate’s maintenance hangar at the Ottawa International Airport.

• Analysed the environmental effects of the airport storm water management program to improve
the operational management of glycol effluent.

• Continued to implement an EMS framework. Ten targets have been developed; the sound man-
agement of all storage tank facilities owned by Transport Canada is an example.

• Purchased 20 alternative fuel vehicles for Transport Canada’s vehicle fleet. The department’s pas-
senger vehicle fleet now contains 32 alternative fuel vehicles — which represents 10.4 per cent of
the fleet, up from 4.6 per cent in 1998.

And the results are encouraging!

We’re seeing an improved understanding of the environmental impacts of aircraft hangar operations
and of the application of ISO 14001 EMS standards at transportation facilities.

Reduced by 38 per cent from the previous de-icing season the incidents of excess glycol effluent at
Transport Canada airports.

Of the ten EMS targets, three have been met and four are on track. Through improved storage tank man-
agement, Transport Canada has increased the number of storage tanks in compliance with the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act regulations: from 40 per cent compliance in 1998 to 78 per cent in 1999.

The alternative fuel vehicles are reducing emissions from Transport Canada’s passenger vehicle fleet.

Want more information
on our EMS?

! Second Annual
Environmental
Management 
Systems Report

DEPARTMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
REPORT
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Environmental Remediation of Contaminated Sites

Transport Canada is working to mitigate and, as much as possible, prevent environmental damage
from transportation activities. One important activity is the conduct of environmental assessments and
the identification and management of contamination on property owned, or previously owned, by
Transport Canada. If not properly managed, contaminated sites could lead to health and safety con-
cerns and legal liabilities. To this end, the department works with interdepartmental working groups
for a consistent federal approach to the management of contaminated sites.

We want to achieve …

• prevention and mitigation of environmental damage from transportation activities; and

• a reduction in the impact of transportation on the environment.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Developed an action plan with NAV CANADA to conduct site remediation at 140 leased sites and
to monitor land remediation at sold or assigned sites.

• Classified Transport Canada’s contaminated sites in accordance with the Canadian Council of
Ministers of the Environment National Classification System:

• of 432 sites, 368 have been assessed and are known to be contaminated, and 64 are suspected
of being contaminated; and

• 115 contaminated sites have been classified for degree of contamination.

• Spent approximately $13 million cleaning contaminated sites and $2.5 million undertaking 
environmental site assessments.

And the results are encouraging!

We have established a baseline inventory of Transport Canada’s contaminated sites. This is an impor-
tant step in the remediation process because it provides the starting point from which progress can 
be measured.

TRANSPORT
CANADA
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2.4 1999–2000 FINANCIAL SUMMARY BY BUSINESS LINE

Policy ($000s)

Planned Spending 296,806

Total Authorities 380,877

Actual Spending 378,319

Programs and Divestiture ($000s)

Planned Spending 289,876

Total Authorities 189,871

Actual Spending 166,333

Safety and Security ($000s)

Planned Spending 237,757

Total Authorities 272,505

Actual Spending 264,962

Departmental Administration ($000s)

Planned Spending 76,566

Total Authorities 95,734

Actual Spending 94,311

Transport Canada Total ($000s)

Planned Spending 901,005

Total Authorities 938,986

Actual Spending 903,924

DEPARTMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
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3.1 TRANSFER PAYMENTS
The following table presents information concerning each of our transfer payment programs for which
the total estimated cost (TEC) of the program exceeds $5 million.

1999–2000 And the expected 
Program Name Actual Spending Our objective is to … results …

Policy

Grant to the Province   $22 M Assist the Province Transportation links to 
of British Columbia for  in providing ferry the national surface
ferry and coastal freight   services in the waters transportation system
and passenger services of British Columbia. from various regions
(ongoing program). and isolated areas

of British Columbia.

Contribution $6.7 M Ensure the provision of Continued access to rail
for non-VIA Rail transportation services service for Canadians
passenger services to remote regions. in remote areas 
(TEC $37.3 M). (between Sept-Îles and 

Labrador City/Schefferville; 
Sault Ste. Marie and 
Hearst; and Toronto and 
North Bay).

Contribution for ferry and $7 M Encourage the efficient Ferry services between
coastal passenger and operation of passenger Wood Island and Caribou;
freight services and road vehicle ferry and Souris and
(ongoing program). services by subsidizing Cap-aux-Meules.

private operators' deficits.

Payment to the $20 M Assist the CWB with the Efficient transportation
Canadian Wheat Board acquisition and leasing of grain in Western Canada.
(CWB) for hopper cars of hopper cars.
for the transportation of 
grain in Western Canada 
(ongoing program).

Contribution toward the $0.6 M Assist CN Rail with the Continued safe operation
Quebec Bridge restoration of the of vehicle and train
Restoration Program Quebec Bridge, which traffic on the bridge.
(TEC $6 M). was  originally built 

by the federal 
government in 1918.

Ferry service operating $2.8 M Encourage the efficient Reduce costs and increase
agreements with operation of passenger efficiencies for ferry services
NFL Holdings Inc. and road vehicle ferry between Saint John and
(TEC $11.9 M). services by subsidizing Digby, and Yarmouth

private operators’ deficits. and Bar Harbour.

Contribution under the $2.3 M Fund innovative Reduce the long-term
System Improvement alternatives to system costs and improve
Reserve Fund traditional railway the efficiency of the 
(TEC $51.3 M). branch line operations grain transportation 

used in grain system without reducing 
transportation. service quality.

3 HORIZONTAL ISSUES
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1999–2000 And the expected 
Program Name Actual Spending Our objective is to … results …

Programs and Divestiture

Contributions for the  $12.2 M Provide operating Safe operations at 
operation of non- subsidies to airport sites non-NAS airports.
National Airport across Canada.
System (NAS) airports 
(ongoing program).

Airports Capital $20.2 M Assist eligible airports in Safe operations, protection
Assistance Program financing capital projects. of assets, and reduced
($35 M annual maximum). costs at non-NAS airports.

Port Divestiture Fund $16.6 M Provide assistance/incentive Facilitate the transfer/
(TEC $115 M). to potential non-federal divestiture of regional/local

port operators to assess ports to local groups
the business opportunity (implementation of the
of bringing the port property National Marine Policy).
to a minimum safety and
operating standard and/or 
encourage acceptance of 
the port and facilities with 
an undertaking to continue 
port operations or turn the 
site to alternative uses.

Provision of a financial $5.4 M Provide assistance for Transfer the Port of Churchill
contribution in  capital work to effect  to the new operator in a 
consideration of the the port’s transfer to  state that is operationally
transfer of the the Hudson Bay and environmentally 
Port of Churchill Port Company. sound.
(TEC $14.2 M).

Contributions to provinces $41.2 M Participate in joint Improve transportation
toward highway federal-provincial  safety and efficiency 
improvements to enhance financing of the  and promote economic 
overall efficiency and  construction, strengthening development.
promote safety while  and improvement of certain
encouraging regional,  highway links and roads.
industrial development
and tourism 
(ongoing program).

Newfoundland Regional $26.5 M Improve highway capacity Improve transportation
Trunk Roads in lieu of rail transportation safety and efficiency
(TEC $235 M). following the termination and promote economic

of most rail links. development.

Trans-Canada Highway $32.9 M Construct links of the Strengthen and improve
(TCH) Agreement — TCH in Newfoundland the TCH in Newfoundland
Newfoundland and Labrador in and Labrador.
(TEC $405 M). exchange for the 

termination of rail 
operations in the province.

Transfer Payments (cont’d)
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1999–2000 And the expected 
Program Name Actual Spending Our objective is to … results …

Statutory payments   $13.4 M Compensate CN for the Defray negative impact
to CN Rail in respect   federal decision to remove on CN’s revenues of the
of the termination tolls, and to contribute to removal of the tolls and
of tolls on the   a major rehabilitation of support safe operation
Victoria Bridge in   the roadway portion of vehicles on the 
Montreal, and for   of the bridge. bridge and approaches.
the rehabilitation   
work on the roadway 
portion of the bridge 
(ongoing program).

Statutory Northumberland  $45.9 M Honour constitutional Provide continuous and
Strait Crossing   obligation to provide efficient year-round
subsidy payment transportation link transportation for
(ongoing program). between Prince Edward people and goods between

Island and the mainland. Prince Edward Island
and the mainland.

Transition Assistance  $30.6 M Establish a transition Enhance transportation
Program in respect of the  program to facilitate system efficiencies by
elimination of the  adjustment to the investing in highways
Atlantic Region elimination of or other freight 
Freight Subsidies transportation subsidies. transportation infrastruc-
(TEC $326 M). ture in Atlantic Canada 

and Eastern Quebec.

Strategic Capital Investment $6.6 M Respect the commitment Cost-shared highway
Initiative — Highways made by the federal improvements with 
(TEC $575 M). government in an provinces and territories

Economic and  to achieve transportation
Fiscal Statement in  efficiency, safety,
December of 1992 to  competitiveness, prosperity,
strengthen our national and job creation.
transportation system.

Safety and Security

Payments in support of $7.4 M Provide assistance to Reduce the risk of
crossing improvements railway companies and/or collisions and casualties
approved under the road authorities to carry at public road/railway
Railway Safety Act out works to improve grade crossings.
(ongoing program). safety at public road/

railway grade crossings.

National Safety Code $3.9 M Provide assistance to Improve safety levels,
(TEC $20 M). provinces and territories safety monitoring

in support of the uniform capabilities, and
application of the National national uniformity
Safety Code Standards to of standards.
extra-provincial carriers.

Transfer Payments (cont’d)

TRANSPORT
CANADA
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3.2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
With its large land mass and low population density, Canada depends perhaps more than any other 
country in the world on effective transportation networks for its economic and social well-being.
Transport Canada’s Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS), tabled in the House of Commons in
December 1997, identified eight strategic challenges. These challenges were identified in close consulta-
tion with stakeholders, interested individuals and organizations, other federal government departments
and provinces. Transport Canada is now working in partnership with others to move forward in each of
these areas to ensure a more sustainable transportation system — one that is safe, efficient and envi-
ronmentally sustainable for Canada’s present and future generations.

Challenge 1
We want to: Minimize the risk of environmental damage from transportation accidents.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Support amendments to the • Tabled amendments (Bill C-28) Progress toward a more 
Motor Vehicle Transport Act, in March 2000. efficient and focused national 
1987. safety regime, which should 

have a positive impact on 
carrier safety and, in turn, 
reduce the risk of environ-
mental damage from accidents.

Provide input, through the • Submitted to the IMO a Progress toward marine 
International Maritime consolidated report of Canada’s shippers’ acceptance of and
Organization (IMO), comments, together with a conformity to international
to the development of a revised draft of the Arctic guidelines, which will 
Code of Polar Navigation. Guidelines. Both of these were address pollution prevention,

discussed at the 43rd Meeting regulation, and operational
of the Design and Equipment measures pertaining to
Sub-committee in April 2000. transportation activity in 

Arctic waters.

Continue to administer, • Clarified ERAP requirements Increased awareness of
enforce and promote the and inspection procedures. environmental safety,
mandatory Emergency preventive measures, 
Response Assistance Plan and mitigation planning.
(ERAP) program for the 
transportation of 
dangerous goods.

Want more information?
Our SDS is available in
hard copy or on the Web.

" www.tc.gc.ca/
envaffairs

DEPARTMENTAL
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Challenge 2
We want to: Promote the “greening” of operations in the transportation sector.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Continue the implementation See the “Environmental See the “Environmental 
of an Environmental Management” section on page 29 Management” section on page 29
Management System (EMS) for information on this objective. for information on this objective.
at Transport Canada.

Want more information?
Transport Canada’s second EMS 
annual report is on our web site.

Improve the operational See the “Environmental See the “Environmental
management of glycol Management” section on page 29 Management” section on page 29
effluent through the for information on this objective. for information on this objective.
analysis of an airport water 
management program.

Identify contaminated See the “Environmental See the “Environmental
Transport Canada lands, Remediation of Contaminated Sites” Remediation of Contaminated Sites”
perform site remediation, section on page 30 for section on page 30 for
and complete the contam- information on this objective. information on this objective.
inated sites inventory.

Develop a Cumulative • Adopted the Canadian Officials are better able to assess
Effects Assessment Guide. Environmental Assessment the cumulative impacts of

Agency (CEAA) Guide — proposed projects.
rather than develop our own 
departmental guide — since 
the CEAA incorporated 
Transport Canada’s requirements.

Work with carriers and • Participated in a multi-stakeholder Progress toward an increased
shippers to explore tools working group to finalize the understanding and application
such as life-cycle management Canadian Standards Association of life-cycle management and
and eco-efficiency for use in Guide to the Implementation of eco-efficiency concepts in
the transportation industry. ISO 14001 at Airports. transportation.

• Participated in an interdepartmental 
working  group to draft a report on 
the benefits of eco-efficiency. 
The Role of Eco-Efficiency: 
Global Challenges and 
Opportunities in the 21st Century
(to be released in late 2000).

Sustainable Development Strategy (cont’d)

TRANSPORT
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Challenge 3
We want to: Reduce air emissions from transportation sources.

Our objective was to … So here are some of And the results
the things we did … are encouraging!

Continue to work with the • Incorporated into the Canadian Adoption into the Canadian
ICAO Committee on Aviation Standards the latest ICAO Aviation Regulations new 
Aviation Environmental Engine Emission Standards emission standards and 
Protection to: (effective 23 November 1999) — applications for aircraft engines, 
• reduce source emissions cost is estimated at $45,000. which will contribute to reduced

from aircraft and ensure • Conducted through the ICAO emissions and fuel consumption
attainment of the strictest working group a survey of from Canada’s aviation fleet.
technological standards; and international airports to gain a 

• develop and promote better understanding of current
technologies and best air quality management
operating practices. practices at airport facilities

(57 airports responded).

Continue to participate in the • Purchased two electric vehicles Reduced vehicle emissions 
“Electric Vehicle – Montreal 2000” and recharging terminals for from Transport Canada’s  
project, which enables the use in Transport Canada’s  fleet and operations.
department’s Quebec Region Quebec Region. Employees  
to integrate two electric use the vehicles frequently 
vehicles into its operational for short trips.
fleet.

Work with Environment • Amended the Railway Safety Improved monitoring of total
Canada, through a Act (effective June 1, 1999), railway industry NOx output
Memorandum of which gives the department (in partnership with
Understanding with the the legislative authority  Environment Canada). 
Railway Association of to regulate locomotive Progress toward a reduction 
Canada, to establish a emissions and to deal with in NOx emissions from the 
voluntary cap environmental issues. rail sector.
(115 kilotons per year) 
on the total NOx emissions 
from locomotive engines.

Enforce the Motor Vehicle • Audited compliance for the Motor vehicle compliance with 
Safety Regulations on 1999 model year, through emission standards — of 
emissions standards. vehicle testing, part number 18 vehicles purchased for testing,

checks and review of 6 have been tested to date and
certification documents. all have passed. Reduced motor 

vehicle emissions — certification 
documents were reviewed for 
28 engine families, which led to 
vehicle manufacturers initiating 
18 emission recalls involving a 
total of 38,871 vehicles for 1999 
calendar year.

Sustainable Development Strategy (cont’d)
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Challenge 3 (cont’d)

We want to: Reduce air emissions from transportation sources.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Monitor new motor vehicle • Monitored fuel consumption 1999 passenger cars as a whole 
fuel consumption performance through a combination of performed better than the 
according to the Government/ numerical data audits Company Average Fuel
Industry Fuel Consumption and testing of sample Consumption target of 
Program. vehicles. 8.6 litres/100 km — by 

• Fuel consumption performance achieving a fleet average
activities were carried out by fuel consumption of 
six people at an estimated 8.0 litres/100 km.
cost of $672,000.

Co-sponsor, co-chair  See the “Transportation and See the “Transportation and
and support the Climate Climate Change” section on Climate Change” section on
Change Transportation page 27 for information on page 27 for information on
Table as part of Canada’s this objective. this objective.
response to the Kyoto
Protocol, and conduct Want more information?
follow-up consultations www.tc.gc.ca/envaffairs/
with stakeholders to obtain english/climatechange/ttable
support for the implementation
of specific climate change 
measures.

Implement Transport Canada’s See the “Air Pollution” section See the “Air Pollution” section
commitments in the Federal on page 28 for information on page 28 for information
Smog Management Plan by on this objective. on this objective.
supporting the introduction of 
Canada-wide standards on 
particulate matter and ozone. 
Conduct annual vehicle 
emissions inspection clinics.

Sustainable Development Strategy (cont’d)
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Challenge 4

We want to: Promote education about and awareness of sustainable transportation.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Develop a partnership • Launched in September 1999 Twenty-two proposals for
program with stakeholders the Moving On Sustainable sustainable transportation
to promote innovative Transportation (MOST)  initiatives were submitted
approaches to sustainable program — which will provide and reviewed by an external
transportation (e.g., through $1 million over three years to advisory committee. In June 2000,
pilot projects). environmental, industry, the Minister announced that six 

academic and other groups — projects will receive approximately
Want more information? to encourage the development $200,000 in MOST funding.
www.tc.gc.ca/envaffairs/MOST of innovative tools, approaches 

and practices that will increase 
the sustainability of Canada’s 
transportation system.

Develop and implement an • Conducted an internal survey Better understanding of
internal program to promote to determine the commuting transportation modes by
sustainable development habits of employees in the departmental employees — 
within the department. National Capital Region. 70 per cent of employees

walk, bike or bus to work.

Challenge 5
We want to: Assess the department’s direct budgetary transfers for their 

environmental impact.

Work toward meeting this challenge is ongoing.

Sustainable Development Strategy (cont’d)
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Challenge 6
We want to: Refine sustainable transportation indicators.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Create a stakeholder steering • Commissioned the Centre for Received stakeholder input
committee concerning Sustainable Transportation to and support for indicators
indicators for greenhouse undertake a literature review to measure greenhouse 
gas emissions. of sustainable transportation gas emissions.

indicators, including 
greenhouse gas indicators.

• Worked in co-operation with 
Natural Resources Canada and 
Environment Canada to develop 
indicators for fuel consumption, 
greenhouse gas, and criteria air 
contaminants for the Climate 
Change strategy.

Organize an international • Sponsored “Indicators of International input and support 
conference on sustainable Transportation Activity, for indicators to measure
transportation indicators. Energy and CO2 Emissions” greenhouse gas emissions.

in Stockholm, Sweden, in  
May 1999 at an approximate 
cost of $21,000.

Challenge 7
We want to: Understand the environmental costs of transportation.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Prepare a paper on the case • Launched the IMPETUS  Better understanding of 
for incorporating social and project in February 2000, environmental costs and the 
environmental costs in which will provide the need to consider these in
transportation pricing, and conceptual development   decision-making.
on potential responses by of a social cost-accounting
the department. framework for transportation.

• Completed a series of 
analytical studies on economic 
instruments, such as fuel taxes 
and emissions trading.

Sustainable Development Strategy (cont’d)
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Challenge 8
We want to: Develop and promote the application of cleaner transportation systems

and technologies.

So here are some of And the results
Our objective was to … the things we did … are encouraging!

Undertake research and • Continued the research, Transport sector operators and
development (R&D) projects development and adoption suppliers are adopting proven
that are directly related to of cleaner and safer new innovations as a result of
sustainable transportation, transportation systems the department’s R&D activities
safety and efficiency. and technologies. (e.g., improved aircraft de-icing 

• Delivered an R&D program fluids, security technology at 
that has attracted national airports, intelligent transportation
and international partners, systems and accessible
at a cost of $10 million transportation systems).
during 1999–2000, a portion 
of which went to sustainable 
transportation projects.

Seek the best niches in • Showcased domestic Increased export opportunities 
which to develop technologies technologies at the and strategic alliances for
for international use, such as 6th World Congress on  Canadian ITS firms.
intelligent transportation ITS in June 1999.
systems and advanced Approximately $500,000
fuel cells. was spent sponsoring and 

participating in the Congress.
• Supported international trade 

missions to promote Canadian 
ITS expertise.

Sustainable Development Strategy (cont’d)
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3.3 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY INITIATIVES
Within the federal government, Transport Canada is one of the most active regulators — the department is involved in 54 acts with primary or shared 
responsibility (20 of which are transportation-related) and over 600 regulations with thousands of sections and numerous incorporated documents. We are 
striving to “regulate smarter” by modernizing, streamlining and improving the regulatory process. This is being achieved by evaluating regulatory and 
compliance tools and then choosing the best, harmonizing regulations and, in the long term, developing a strong safety culture.

Purpose of Initiative Expected Results Performance Indicators Achievement / Progress

Amend the Canada Shipping Act — • prevention of human injury • number of accidents Transport Canada has demonstrated to the
(Track 2 amendments) to modernize,  and loss of life and fatalities marine industry its commitment to reform the
streamline and reorganize the Act, • prevention of environmental • number of pollution Act through an open consultation process.
making it clearer and easier to understand damage incidents 
and use. Transport Canada works with • improved enforcement and • compliance rate Bill C-35 was introduced in the
other government departments and the compliance schemes House in June 2000.
marine industry to ensure the proposed 
amendments are up to date with new Want more information?
technologies and revised domestic and Bud Streeter (613) 998-0610
international standards. www.tc.gc.ca/canadashippingact

Adopt a new Marine Liability Act — • prompt and adequate • compliance rate Bill S-17 was introduced in the Senate on
to consolidate existing marine liability compensation for • length of time for March 2, 2000.
regimes into a single statute, modernizing marine accidents processing claims
the language and reflecting Canadian • improved awareness • feedback from ship Stakeholders expressed support for 
shipping activities. The department received about potential exposures owners and travellers the bill during Senate hearings.
assistance and input from various industry and insurability
stakeholders (e.g., Canadian Maritime Law • a liability regime that Want more information?
Association and Canadian Board of Marine protects the rights of Jerry Rysanek (613) 998-0708
Underwriters) as well as from other  Canadians travelling  
government departments. by water
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Purpose of Initiative Expected Results Performance Indicators Achievement / Progress

Amend the Railway Safety Act — to modernize • safe railway operations and • availability of safety Transport Canada conducted comprehensive 
the legislative and regulatory framework of practices with the adoption of performance data based stakeholder consultations — consensus was
Canada’s rail transportation system. a safety management system on the SMS reached and stakeholder concerns addressed.
These amendments were sponsored by (SMS), a formal framework for • public and employee
Transport Canada in consultation with the integrating safety into daily fatality and injury data Bill C-58 received Royal Assent on
railway industry, railway unions, the operations • property damage resulting February 1, 1999. Provisions of the new act 
Federation of Canadian Municipalities, • increased voluntary compliance from railway incidents came into force on June 1, 1999.
the Canada Safety Council, Transport 2000, • collaboration and participation • environmental impact
and provincial officials. of interested parties in improving of incidents SMS regulations were published in the 

railway safety Canada Gazette, Part I, in February 2000.
• a regulatory regime that will 

ensure the continuing safety of Want more information?
railway operations in Canada Terry Burtch (613) 998-2984

Amend the Motor Vehicle Transport Act, • consistency in provincial • number of safety fitness Bill C-28 was introduced in the House on 
1987 — to provide a safety regime based application of the NSC certificates issued March 2, 2000.
on the National Safety Code (NSC) for (Standard 14 — Safety Ratings) • compliance rate
Motor Carriers, which will require every • reduced injuries and fatalities • analyses of collision Want more information?
commercial truck and bus carrier to be resulting from the involvement information and other Derek Sweet (613) 998-1990
rated according to safety performance. of extra-provincial carriers performance statistics
The department is working with provinces • the safest roads in the world • accident and fatality rate
and the industry to develop the revisions; 
the revised act will facilitate negotiations 
with both the U.S. and Mexico for reciprocity 
of motor carrier safety regimes. Administra-
tion of the Act is delegated to provincial 
enforcement authorities.
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Purpose of Initiative Expected Results Performance Indicators Achievement / Progress

Introduce the proposed Transportation • increased consistency in • user feedback After completing the policy analysis and
Appeal Tribunal of Canada Act — the treatment of those we • frequency of use of Tribunal resolution of issues, the department received 
which will replace the Civil Aviation regulate • timelines for holding approval to draft legislation.
Tribunal as a multi-modal transportation • use of administrative hearings and rendering
tribunal reviewing the actions taken under compliance tools decisions Consultation on the draft legislation is expected
several pieces of transportation legislation — • a simplified, modern and • cost of hearings in fall 2000, followed by tabling in the late fall.
Aeronautics Act, Canada Shipping Act, effective review mechanism • comparative rates of using
Railway Safety Act, Canada Transportation Act, judicial versus administrative Want more information?
and Marine Transportation Security Act. compliance tools Kimberly Ellard (613) 993-1235
In consultation with stakeholders, including
labour and industry, Transport Canada is The Tribunal will be an 
developing the policy, legislative and independent body that  
administrative framework for the creation determines its own 
of the new Tribunal. performance indicators.

Pursuant to the Transportation of • user-friendly regulations that • user feedback Regulations were revised based on comments
Dangerous Goods Act, 1992, amend the are easier to read and understand • compliance rate received after publication in the Canada Gazette, 
Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) by the people who use them • accident/incident rate Part I. Regulations will be published in the 
Regulations — to rewrite the regulations most — truckers, shippers and Canada Gazette, Part II in the fall of 2000.
clearly and precisely, making the information other industry personnel
more accessible to the reader. In developing • increased compliance with Want more information?
these “clear language” regulations, the regulatory requirements Dr John Read (613) 990-1147
department works closely with the provinces • improved public safety in the www/tc.gc.ca/tdg/en/menu.htm
and territories, foreign governments and transportation of dangerous
international organizations. goods in Canada
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Purpose of Initiative Expected Results Performance Indicators Achievement / Progress

Pursuant to the Aeronautics Act, create the • enhanced stakeholder • compliance rate The new regulations came into effect in 
new Canadian Aviation Security  awareness and co-operation • client satisfaction March 2000.
Regulations — to consolidate, strengthen  • increased compliance surveys/feedback
and update the Air Carrier Security Regulations  and enforcement Want more information?
and the Aerodrome Security Regulations.  • extended authority to issue Jim Marriott (613) 990-5520
The new regulations will strengthen provisions  mandatory security measures for
relating to weapons, access control, threat aerodrome operators and others
response and reporting, and will extend the indirectly involved in commercial
Minister’s authority to sectors of the aviation air transportation
industry not previously covered. The • enhanced civil aviation
department developed these regulations in security in Canada
consultation with air carriers, aerodrome 
operators, labour unions, industry associations, 
airport law enforcement services, federal and 
provincial government agencies, and other 
stakeholders.
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3.4 MODERNIZING COMPTROLLERSHIP
(and other management improvement initiatives)

Good comptrollership practices are all about good management — and this responsibility rests with all
Transport Canada managers. Improving the quality of service delivery and achieving results is a high
priority for the department. The modernization of comptrollership is an enabling initiative in making
these happen, through strengthening our risk management framework, ensuring appropriate control
systems, establishing a common set of values and ethics to guide decision-making, and integrating
performance results information.

Transport Canada has established a comptrollership project office to facilitate improvements to 
comptrollership practices. As such, the office is primarily accountable for efforts to promote the 
initiative and encourage progress in specific areas; overall success in practising good comptrollership
rests with managers throughout the department. An estimated $250,000 was spent during
1999–2000 to support this initiative.

We want to achieve …

• improved departmental management performance and decision-making, which will enhance the
achievement of Transport Canada’s mission, mandate and strategic objectives.

So here are some of the things we did …

• Completed an initial assessment of departmental financial and non-financial management practices
and systems. The assessment suggested the need to broaden the application of risk management
and strengthen internal control measures, so we:

• drafted a departmental risk management policy, which is now under consideration by depart-
mental managers;

• are aligning current departmental management competencies with comptrollership compe-
tencies and will adapt existing training modules to include comptrollership disciplines; and

• are strengthening our internal audit capacity and focus.

• Contributed to a departmental performance measurement framework — a performance logic has
been defined for the department’s key initiatives, and was presented in the department’s 2000–2001
Report on Plans and Priorities.

• Provided information briefings on comptrollership to management teams in all regions and most
headquarters groups.

And the results are encouraging!

Awareness of the principles of modern comptrollership has increased; managers’ familiarity and use
of the new performance logic framework has influenced improvements in developing performance 
targets and results measures.

The pool of managers and staff who are knowledgeable in risk management has increased.

We have improved the quality of the classification of aviation accident and incident data for 
providing international benchmarks for our performance measurement frameworks.

TRANSPORT
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3.5 STATUTORY ANNUAL REPORTS
The Department of Transport Act requires an annual report concerning the state of Canadian railways
and canals falling within the purview of the Minister. In 1993, this statutory report was discontinued
because it was deemed that the information being reported was the same or less than that contained
in the public accounts or Main Estimates documents.

VIA Rail is the only railway remaining within the Minister’s purview. Information on this Crown 
corporation is presented on page 21; financial data is contained throughout Section 4. VIA Rail also
tables in Parliament an annual corporate report, which is available on its web site at www.viarail.ca.
The Canadian Transportation Agency, which falls under the direction of the Minister of Transport, also
produces an annual report containing information on Canadian railways.

Until 1998, the canals forming part of the St. Lawrence Seaway system were managed by a Crown
corporation, the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority (SLSA). With the dissolution of the SLSA, the
Minister entered into a management agreement with the St. Lawrence Seaway Management
Corporation (SLSMC), a not-for-profit private-sector corporation controlled by users, to operate the
Seaway effective October 1, 1998. The corporation is required to meet negotiated cost targets and
implement two per cent annual toll increases. The efficient operation of the Seaway will earn the 
corporation the right to implement future toll reductions to benefit all users. Transport Canada will
monitor the SLSMC against the signed management agreement. More information is available on the
SLSMC web site at www.seaway.ca. The corporation also provides many free publications, including
its annual report, which can be obtained by sending an e-mail to marketing@seaway.ca.

The Minister of Transport also tables a statutory report under the Canada Transportation Act. This report,
Transportation in Canada, is a comprehensive report that can be found on our web site at www.tc.gc.ca.

3.6 MATERIEL MANAGEMENT
To support the management of its fixed custodial assets, Transport Canada uses the Integrated
Departmental Financial and Materiel Management System (IDFS). The system is used to record and report
fixed asset accounting information on an accrual basis and to manage and track all departmental assets.
IDFS will help Transport Canada accommodate the Financial Information Strategy, since the system is an
accrual, double-entry-based accounting system.

3.7 PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTING
As in any organization, procurement and contracting are important functions in support of program delivery.
Transport Canada maintains procurement and contracting specialists at its Ottawa headquarters to assist in
the development of procurement plans and strategies and to establish the appropriate framework to oversee
procurement and contracting activities within its delegated authorities. The department uses the services of
Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC) to provide contracting services to departmental
managers when the requirements exceed the department’s authorities or when special conditions require the
expertise of PWGSC. As with materiel management (see Section 3.6), IDFS is used to capture transactions
and to report to central agencies.
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3.8 IM/IT AND PROGRAM DELIVERY
To support improved delivery of departmental programs, Transport Canada has developed a cohesive IM/IT
framework that will ensure that the future IM/IT infrastructure satisfies both current and anticipated 
business requirements and enables the implementation of unforeseen changes in business processes. 
The IM/IT framework will respond to the growing demand by transportation stakeholders and the public
to increase the department’s capacity to provide electronic information and services. It will also position
the infrastructure to support the requirements and magnitude of national electronic service delivery 
initiatives such as Government On-Line (GOL).

3.9 YEAR 2000 ACTIVITIES
Transport Canada addressed all aspects of the Year 2000 problem on a priority basis and, through 
its strategy to promote awareness and frequent ongoing contacts with its stakeholders, was able to
lead the transportation system through a smooth transition. Some of the results and benefits include
better understanding of the transportation system’s interdependencies with other industry sectors
(e.g., electrical power, information management/technology systems and telecommunications),
awareness on the part of industry of the benefits of having emergency preparedness plans in place
before an emergency occurs, the modernization of electronic information and communication systems,
and further assurances that the Canadian transportation system is indeed robust.
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4.1 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

Difference Between Planned Spending and Total Authorities
Transport Canada ended the 1999–2000 fiscal year with total net authorities of $939 million, an increase
of approximately $38 million from its planned spending of $901 million. The major contributing factors
are explained below, by vote:

Increases:

• Marine Atlantic Inc. (MAI) Vote 20 — $74 million increase. The increase in MAI’s authorities was
primarily to allow the corporation to purchase a fourth ferry vessel to address capacity demands
between North Sydney, Nova Scotia, and Port-aux-Basques, Newfoundland.

• Other statutory payments — $13 million increase. Departmental authorities were increased to cover
various statutory costs, including employee benefits, and refunds of amounts credited in previous
years. The department also received approximately $5 million in spending authorities against proceeds
from the disposal of surplus Crown assets; almost half of this will be carried forward for future use.

• Operating Vote 1 — $7 million increase. The vote was initially augmented by $16 million that was
carried forward from 1998–99. An additional increase of $18 million was received for salary contract
settlements and $13 million to fund the department’s safety workload. These increases were offset by
the reprofiling of $40 million of unanticipated airport lease revenues that were received during the year.

• Statutory payments to Canadian National — $2 million increase. The Victoria Bridge in Montreal, which
is owned by Canadian National (CN), is a critical commuter road link between Montreal and the South
Shore communities. Because of the advanced age of the bridge, the federal government in 1998 agreed to
share equally with CN the cost of rehabilitating the roadway portion of the bridge. The statutory payment
increased over that initially planned because of an accelerated work schedule in 1999–2000.

Decreases:

• Grants and Contributions Vote 10 — $32 million decrease. The vote was initially augmented by
a $20 million carry-forward from 1998–99. By year-end, the vote had been reduced due to cash-
flow changes stemming from delays in the department’s divestiture programs; the resources have
been reprofiled for use in future years.

• Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Inc. Vote 15 — $17 million decrease. Vote authorities were
reduced because of the deferral of major maintenance projects. These projects account for maintenance
costs to perform structural steel repairs, repairs to piers, miscellaneous deck repairs, and repairs to road
surfaces, tunnels and overpasses.

• Capital Vote 5 — $9 million decrease. Due to project cash-flow adjustments within the capital 
program, the vote was reduced to offset requirements in other votes.

Year-end Situation
Transport Canada’s actual net spending totalled $904 million. This resulted in a surplus of $35 million —
less than four per cent of the available authorities. Almost half of the surplus ($17 million) was the result
of a delayed out-of-court settlement that had been planned for payment in 1999–2000. The combined
surplus in the Capital and Grants and Contributions Votes ($16 million) was due primarily to project cash-
flow changes in both the divestiture and highway programs. The remaining surplus ($2 million) occurred
due to the decision to carry forward for future use the unused spending authorities against proceeds from
the disposal of surplus Crown assets.

4 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
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4.2 FINANCIAL SUMMARY TABLES

Table 1 — Summary of Appropriations

1999–2000

Vote ($000s) Planned Total Actual 
Spending Authorities Spending

1 Operating expenditures1 139,449 146,158 129,235
5 Capital expenditures 84,880 76,380 70,492
10 Grants and Contributions 315,765 283,864 273,921
15 Payments to the Jacques Cartier and 

Champlain Bridges Inc. 45,450 28,079 28,011
20 Payments to Marine Atlantic Inc. 40,578 114,828 114,750
25 Payments to VIA Rail Canada Inc. 170,304 170,304 170,304
(S) Minister of Transport — 

Salary and motor car allowance 49 51 51
(S) Payments to Canadian National for the 

Victoria Bridge in Montreal 11,315 13,445 13,445
(S) Contributions to employee benefit plans 45,042 51,943 51,943
(S) Payments in respect of 

St. Lawrence Seaway agreements 1,573 2,331 2,331
(S) Northumberland Strait Crossing subsidy payment 46,600 45,881 45,881
(S) Refunds of amounts credited to revenues 

in previous years – 1,058 1,058
(S) Collection agency fees – 8 8
(S) Spending of proceeds from the disposal of 

surplus Crown assets – 4,657 2,495

Total budgetary 901,005 938,986 903,924

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

1 Vote 1 actual spending is net of $348 million in respendable revenues. 

(These revenues were formerly referred to as “revenues credited to the Vote.”)
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Table 2 — Comparison of Total Planned Spending to Actual Spending

1999–2000 Total Less: Total
Business Line Gross Transfer Crown Gross Respendable Net
($000s) FTEs Operating1 Capital2 Payments3 Corporations Spending Revenues Spending

Policy 192 23,385 532 62,057 210,882 296,856 50 296,806
193 29,941 782 65,416 285,132 381,271 394 380,877
204 29,957 566 63,399 285,054 378,977 658 378,319

Programs and 593 96,551 63,251 301,240 45,450 506,492 216,616 289,876
Divestiture 692 126,660 65,049 264,707 28,079 484,496 294,625 189,871

686 109,816 59,257 258,018 28,011 455,102 288,769 166,333

Safety and 2,722 264,914 16,443 11,956 — 293,313 55,556 237,757
Security 2,775 302,836 9,039 13,066 — 324,941 52,436 272,505

2,726 302,809 7,178 11,829 — 321,816 56,854 264,962

Departmental 697 72,481 4,654 — — 77,135 569 76,566
Administration 797 90,182 6,167 — — 96,349 615 95,734

851 90,114 5,986 — — 96,100 1,789 94,311

Total 4,204 457,331 84,880 375,253 256,332 1,173,796 272,791 901,005
4,457 549,619 81,037 343,189 313,211 1,287,056 348,070 938,986
4,466 532,696 72,987 333,246 313,065 1,251,994 348,070 903,924

Other Revenues and Expenditures:
– Non-respendable revenues (see Table 6) 13,700

13,700
88,250

– Cost of services provided by other departments (planned = actuals) 42,081

Net Cost of the Program 929,386
967,367

857,755

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

1 Includes statutory payments for employee benefit plans, Minister’s allowances, collection agency fees, previous years’ refunds, and payments in respect of St. Lawrence Seaway agreements.
2 Includes proceeds from the disposal of surplus Crown assets. 
3 Includes statutory payments for Victoria Bridge (Montreal) and the Northumberland Strait Crossing subsidy.

Normal font denotes planned spending. Italicized font denotes total authorities. Bold font denotes actual expenditures/revenues.
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Table 3 — Historical Comparison of Spending

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 Spending Authorities Spending

Policy 792,024 366,570 296,806 380,877 378,319
Programs and Divestiture 1,055,471 359,733 289,876 189,871 166,333
Safety and Security 247,564 252,783 237,757 272,505 264,962
Departmental Administration 103,705 93,057 76,566 95,734 94,311

Total budgetary 2,198,764 1,072,143 901,005 938,986 903,924

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

Table 4 — Resource Requirements by Organization and Business Line

Business Lines 1999–2000

Organization Programs and Safety Departmental
($000s) Policy Divestiture and Security Administration Total

Headquarters:
ADM Policy 80,569 80,569

90,400 90,400
88,054 88,054

Crown corporations:
• Marine Atlantic Inc. 40,578 40,578

114,828 114,828
114,750 114,750

• VIA Rail 170,304 170,304
170,304 170,304
170,304 170,304

ADM Programs and 169,961 169,961
Divestiture 3,214 3,214

(2,119) (2,119)
Crown corporation:
• Jacques Cartier and 45,450 45,450

Champlain Bridges Inc. 28,079 28,079
28,011 28,011

ADM Safety and Security 153,843 153,843
163,739 163,739
157,739 157,739

ADM Corporate Services 47,398 47,398
55,552 55,552
55,897 55,897

Corporate Management1 7,591 7,591
8,326 8,326
7,473 7,473

(continued on next page)
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Table 4 — Resource Requirements by Organization and Business Line (cont’d)

Business Lines 1999–2000

Organization Programs and Safety Departmental
($000s) Policy Divestiture and Security Administration Total

Regions:
Regional Director General, 624 18,362 14,160 4,322 37,468
Atlantic 542 45,884 17,014 5,779 69,219

525 41,766 15,956 5,089 63,336

Regional Director General, 320 9,215 17,212 4,487 31,233
Quebec 328 32,596 22,983 7,299 63,206

373 26,975 22,675 6,606 56,627

Regional Director General, 270 14,979 17,892 4,194 37,335
Ontario 390 20,969 22,593 5,611 49,564

313 19,283 22,390 5,864 47,851

Regional Director General, 3,720 11,331 18,200 5,319 38,569
Prairie and Northern 3,500 32,176 25,130 8,441 69,247

3,240 29,909 25,451 8,196 66,796

Regional Director General, 421 20,579 16,450 3,256 40,706
Pacific 585 26,952 21,045 4,726 53,307

760 22,50 20,751 5,188 49,205

Total Planned Spending 296,806 289,876 237,757 76,566 901,005

Total Authorities 380,877 189,871 272,505 95,734 938,986

Total Actual Spending 378,319 166,333 264,962 94,311 903,924

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

1 Includes Offices of the Minister and Deputy Minister, Communications, and General Counsel.

Normal font denotes planned spending. Italicized font denotes total authorities. Bold font denotes actual expenditures/revenues.
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Table 5 — Respendable Revenues

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 Revenues Authorities Revenues

Policy
• International marketing 144 1,060 50 394 658

Programs and Divestiture
• Harbours and ports revenues 

(net of commissions) 19,068 16,911 10,772 17,575 17,575
• Airports — Rentals 17,706 11,981 8,549 9,698 7,245
• Airports — Concessions 23,646 21,408 7,667 14,322 13,695
• Airports — Landing fees 32,629 22,804 10,190 18,758 18,771
• Airports — General terminal fees 18,538 16,924 6,625 13,617 13,530
• Airports — Lease and

chattel payments 64,688 190,205 171,680 215,359 214,480
• Miscellaneous 3,225 3,295 1,133 5,296 3,474

179,500 283,529 216,616 294,625 288,769

Safety and Security
• Aviation safety fees 5,526 10,406 14,594 12,556 12,333
• Revenues from NAV CANADA — 

Aircraft services 5,426 5,381 8,736 2,622 2,394
• Road safety fees 347 305 325 917 330
• Marine safety fees 7,488 8,252 7,902 7,421 8,791
• Recoveries from other 

government departments — 
Aircraft services 24,738 23,047 21,722 21,722 24,712

• Short line rail inspections — 59 70 83 88
• Recoveries from research and 

development activities 2,390 6,293 2,064 5,739 4,962
• Miscellaneous 3,680 2,877 143 1,376 3,244

49,596 56,620 55,556 52,436 56,854

Departmental Administration
• Recoveries for training and 

computer services 236 377 269 269 642
• Lease revenue — 712 300 346 906
• Miscellaneous 186 901 — — 240

421 1,990 569 615 1,789

Total Respendable Revenues 229,661 343,199 272,791 348,070 348,070

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
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Table 6 — Non-respendable Revenues

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 Revenues Authorities Revenues

Tax revenues:
• Goods and services tax 16,131 25,164 — — 25,633
• Air transportation tax 741,834 294,793 — — 2,859

Non-tax revenues:
• St. Lawrence Seaway 

Management Corporation — 4,635 5,700 5,700 4,625
• Hopper car leases 11,692 11,690 8,000 8,000 13,021
• Return on investments 6,801 9,628 — — 22,527
• Refunds of previous 

years’ expenditures (457) 8,929 — — 3,370
• Adjustments to previous 

years’ payables 4,920 7,286 — — 6,224
• Privileges, licences and permits 31 47 — — 44
• Fines 404 486 — — 75
• Proceeds from sales 1,264 655 — — 4,169
• Proceeds from the disposal 

of surplus Crown assets 1,744 2,015 — — 2,642
• Miscellaneous (238) 119 — — 2,382

Total Non-respendable 
Revenues 784,126 365,446 13,700 13,700 88,250

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
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Table 7 — Statutory Payments

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 Spending Authorities Spending

Policy
• Employee benefit plans 1,994 2,377 2,420 2,542 2,542
• Refunds of previous 

years’ expenditures — 176 — — —

1,994 2,553 2,420 2,542 2,542

Programs and Divestiture
• Employee benefit plans 10,149 8,800 5,994 7,863 7,863
• Payments to Canadian 

National — Victoria Bridge 3,977 4,958 11,315 13,445 13,445
• Northumberland Strait

Crossing subsidy — — 46,600 45,881 45,881
• Transition period payments 

to NAV CANADA 685,833 215,833 — — —
• Payments in respect of 

St. Lawrence Seaway agreements — 391 1,573 2,331 2,331
• Collection agency fees 2 1 — — —
• Court-awarded settlements 24 — — — —
• Refunds of previous years’ 

expenditures 24 123 — 1,013 1,013
• Proceeds from the sale of 

surplus Crown assets 1,120 — — — —

701,129 230,106 65,482 70,534 70,534

Safety and Security
• Employee benefit plans 23,103 30,737 29,796 33,064 33,064
• Refunds of previous years’ 

expenditures 2 2 — — —
• Proceeds from the sale of 

surplus Crown assets — — — 4,657 2,495

23,105 30,739 29,796 37,721 35,559

Departmental Administration
• Employee benefit plans 6,161 8,400 6,832 8,473 8,473
• Minister’s allowances 49 50 49 51 51
• Collection agency fees 1 — — 8 8
• Refunds of previous years’ 

expenditures 569 534 — 44 44

6,780 8,985 6,881 8,576 8,576

Total Statutory Payments 733,008 272,382 104,579 119,373 117,211

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
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Table 8 — Transfer Payments
(See Section 3.1 on page 35 for details on our transfer payments)

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 Spending Authorities Spending

Grants
Policy 369,532 22,040 22,040 22,040 22,040
Programs and Divestiture — — — — —
Safety and Security 100 100 — 100 100
Departmental Administration — — — — —

Total Grants 369,632 22,140 22,040 22,140 22,140

Contributions
Policy 40,157 41,113 40,016 43,376 41,359
Programs and Divestiture1 1,010,080 466,567 301,240 264,707 258,018
Safety and Security 25,738 11,917 11,957 12,966 11,729
Departmental Administration 1,769 — — — —

Total Contributions 1,077,743 519,596 353,213 321,049 311,106

Total Transfer Payments 1,447,375 541,736 375,253 343,189 333,246

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

1 Includes statutory payments for the Victoria Bridge in Montreal and the Northumberland Strait Crossing subsidy.

Table 9 — Capital Spending

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 Spending Authorities1 Spending1

Policy 25,547 12,758 532 782 566
Programs and Divestiture 56,428 44,771 63,251 65,049 59,257
Safety and Security 8,277 14,128 16,443 9,039 7,178
Departmental Administration 15,286 6,859 4,654 6,167 5,986

Total Capital Spending 105,538 78,516 84,880 81,037 72,987

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

1 Includes proceeds from the disposal of surplus Crown assets.
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Table 10 — Capital Projects
All capital projects with a total estimated cost (TEC) of over $2 million are listed below.

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) TEC 1997–98 1998–99 Spending Authorities Spending

Policy
• Purchase/refit 

MV Madeleine ferry 37,344 25,110 11,933 250 250 250
All other Policy projects 437 825 282 532 316

25,547 12,758 532 782 566

Programs and Divestiture 
(P&D)
Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Rehabilitate Runway 03/21 2,957 19 62 900 1,977 1,976

St. John’s, Newfoundland
• Rehabilitate Runway 11/29 5,544 97 92 6,589 5,410 5,354
• Infrastructure 

improvements 3,056 0 0 0 3,056 3,056

Stephenville, Newfoundland
Environmental remediation 2,714 0 1,439 696 315 293

Halifax, Nova Scotia
• Air terminal building (ATB) 

re-development 7,723 1,309 5,956 0 615 458
• Update climate control 

in ATB 16,295 2,218 575 0 211 132

Sept-Îles, Quebec
Rehabilitate Runway 09/27 3,038 155 150 2,484 2,735 2,733

Schefferville, Quebec
Rehabilitate Runway 4,942 20 168 1,595 2,209 2,188

Kuujjuaq, Quebec
Rehabilitate Runway 07/25 11,983 402 935 3,395 3,000 2,915

Quebec, Quebec
Runway 06/24 
paving restoration 2,113 1,343 11 700 700 682

Pickering, Ontario
Environmental remediation 
of housing units 2,114 0 0 750 300 203

Churchill, Manitoba
• New ATB 2,904 153 2,316 842 444 366
• Pavement restoration, 

non-airside 2,102 50 9 1,135 2,459 2,034

Regina, Saskatchewan
Restore apron 3,007 0 0 3,200 3,245 2,996

Fort Nelson, 
British Columbia
• Landfill remediation 9,388 0 0 64 64 59
• Environmental remediation 3,552 0 222 1,096 1,096 1,096

(continued on next page)
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Capital Project Listing (cont’d)

1999–2000

Business Line Actual Actual Planned Total Actual
($000s) TEC 1997–98 1998–99 Spending Authorities Spending

Sydney, Nova Scotia
Replace west berth 11,423 0 0 0 10 9

Harrington Harbour, Quebec
Rebuild wharf head 2,708 0 42 2,564 2,516 2,516
All other P&D projects 50,662 32,794 37,241 34,687 30,191

56,428 44,771 63,251 65,049 59,257

Safety and Security (S&S)
• JT15D-4 engine overhauls 6,918 0 287 2,387 1,650 1,505
• Aircraft Maintenance 

and Dispatch System 2,816 44 348 2,001 1,278 880
All other S&S projects 8,233 13,493 12,055 6,111 4,793

8,277 14,128 16,443 9,0391 7,178

Departmental 
Administration (DA)
• Transport Integrated 

Personnel System 11,019 0 0 554 309 309
All other DA projects 15,286 6,859 4,100 5,858 5,677

15,286 6,859 4,654 6,167 5,986

Total Capital Spending 105,538 78,516 84,880 81,037 72,987

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.

1 Includes spending of proceeds from the disposal of surplus Crown assets.

Table 11 — Loans, Investments and Advances
This table reflects the outstanding loan balances owed to Transport Canada at the end of each of 
the fiscal years indicated.

Business Line Actual Actual Actual 
($000s) 1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000

Canada Ports Corporation:
• Belledune 280 193 0
• Interport Loan Fund 43,682 43,682 0
• Contributed capital 0 90,000 90,000

Montreal Port Corporation 2,242 1,539 0
Hamilton Harbour Commissioners 125 75 25
Saint John Harbour Bridge Authority 28,633 27,873 26,975
St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation — 1,247 1,152

Total Outstanding Loan Balances 74,963 164,609 118,152

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
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Table 12 — Contingent Liabilities

As at

Type of Contingent Liability
($000s) March 31, 1999 March 31, 2000

Bond and loan guarantees 95,000 84,035
Breach of contract 17,584 —
Injury or loss of life 48,854 8,629
Loss of income 8,114 —
Property damage 11,206 3,585

Total Contingent Liabilities 180,757 96,249

Due to rounding, columns may not add to totals shown.
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5 AN OVERVIEW OF TRANSPORT CANADA
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5.1 MANDATE, MISSION AND VISION

Our Vision …

The best possible transportation for Canada and Canadians

Our Mission …

To develop and administer policies, regulations and services for the best possible transportation system

Our Mandate …

Transport Canada is the federal department responsible for most of the transportation policies, pro-
grams and goals set by the federal government. The jurisdictional framework in Canada is such that
all levels of government have some responsibility in the country’s transportation system. Transport
Canada delivers its programs and services under numerous legislative and constitutional authorities.
Our focus is on developing a modern and relevant policy and legislative framework — one that will
ensure the safety, security, competitiveness, and sustainability of Canada’s transportation system.

5.2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Transport Canada operates under a decentralized organization structure. At Headquarters, four Assistant
Deputy Ministers — Policy, Programs and Divestiture, Safety and Security, and Corporate Services —
report directly to the Deputy Minister and are responsible for setting national programs, policies and
standards. The Director General, Communications, and the Departmental General Counsel also report
directly to the Deputy Minister. Five Regional Directors General — Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario, Prairie and
Northern, and Pacific — also report to the Deputy Minister, and are responsible for program delivery
and the application of policies and standards within their geographical areas of responsibility. This struc-
ture provides a central point of contact in each region for the department’s clients and stakeholders.
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5.3 OUR BUSINESS LINES

Business Line / 
Service Line Objective Description

Policy

• Transportation To develop and implement Establishes the policy and legislative
Policy policies that support a framework for all federally regulated

• System Monitoring competitive, efficient and modes of transportation. In support
and Analysis effective Canadian of this role, other business activities 

transportation system. include monitoring and analysis of
the transportation system, and the 
undertaking of economic studies
and program evaluations.

Programs and Divestiture

• Airports To reduce the taxpayer In addition to negotiating the 
• Ports burden for the operation divestiture of airports and ports, this
• Surface of Canadian airports and business line plays a substantial
• Environment ports by transferring their stewardship role. Operates sites until

ownership or operations to  they are transferred, administers 
local organizations, while highway and bridge programs, carries 
ensuring the continued out landlord functions for airports,
existence of adequate, safe, ports, bridges and air navigation 
efficient and environmentally system sites, and manages the 
responsible systems. department’s real property portfolio. 

On the environmental front, provides 
leadership within the federal govern-
ment and the transportation sector
on sustainable transportation.

Safety and Security

• Multi-modal Safety To promote the safety and Has primary responsibility for the
• Aviation Safety security of the national safety and security of the transporta-
• Marine Safety transportation system. tion system. Develops national
• Rail Safety legislation, regulations and standards,
• Transport Dangerous and carries out monitoring, testing,

Goods inspection, enforcement, education
• Road Safety and research and development
• R&D activities to promote safety and
• Security and Emergency security in all transportation modes.

Preparedness Develops emergency preparedness
• Aircraft Services plans, ensures security of persons 

working in restricted areas of airports, 
and delivers aircraft services to govern-
ment and other transportation bodies.

Departmental Administration

• Corporate Services To provide efficient and Supports the department’s other
• Corporate Management effective support services  business lines, providing essential

that respond to departmental services that include financial, 
needs. informatics, administrative, human 

resources, executive, legal, audit and 
review, and internal and external 
communications.
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5.4 THE TRANSPORTATION PORTFOLIO
Within the federal transportation portfolio, primary responsibility for the transportation system rests
with Transport Canada. There are, however, other federal agencies and Crown corporations that also
play key roles in transportation issues:

CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION AGENCY — This agency is responsible for the economic regulation
of transportation and for handling complaints regarding the fees fixed by the new Canada Port
Authorities.

CIVIL AVIATION TRIBUNAL — This independent body responds to requests from the aviation commu-
nity to review enforcement and licensing decisions made by the Minister of Transport under the Aeronautics
Act. The tribunal also reviews, on request, administrative monetary penalties assessed under the Canada
Transportation Act. Legislative initiatives currently underway will result in the expansion of the tribunal to
the multi-modal Transportation Appeal Tribunal of Canada (TATC), which will also hear cases under the
Canada Shipping Act, the Railway Safety Act and the Marine Security Act. (See Section 3.3 for more infor-
mation on the new TATC.)

TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD OF CANADA — This independent board reports to Parliament
through the President of the Queen’s Privy Council. It does not form part of the transportation portfolio since
it investigates and reports on safety issues based on transportation occurrences in areas regulated by
Transport Canada. Two primary instruments govern the relationship between Transport Canada and the
Transportation Safety Board: the Canadian Transportation Accident Investigation and Safety Board Act and
the Memorandum of Understanding that governs the ongoing interaction between the two organizations.

MARINE ATLANTIC INC. — This Crown corporation operates safe, reliable and efficient marine trans-
portation and related services in Atlantic Canada to meet constitutional obligations (North Sydney–Port-aux-
Basques) and to provide an alternative to the constitutional services (North Sydney–Argentia).

VIA RAIL CANADA INC. — This Crown corporation manages the majority of Canada’s inter-city 
passenger rail services.

FEDERAL BRIDGE CORPORATION LTD. — This Crown corporation operates some of the bridge
assets of the former St. Lawrence Seaway Authority.

JACQUES CARTIER AND CHAMPLAIN BRIDGES INC. — This Crown corporation is a subsidiary
of the Federal Bridge Corporation, and operates and maintains the Jacques Cartier Bridge, the
Champlain Bridge, the Mercier Bridge and the Melocheville Tunnel in Montreal.

OTHER BRIDGES — The Blue Water Bridge (Ontario–Michigan), Peace Bridge (Ontario–New York) and
Sault Ste. Marie International Bridge (Ontario–Michigan) operate at arms-length from the department, under
statutes administered by the Minister of Transport; they are all financially autonomous. The Confederation
Bridge (New Brunswick–P.E.I.) receives an indexed subsidy from the department.

PILOTAGE AUTHORITIES (ATLANTIC, PACIFIC, GREAT LAKES, LAURENTIAN) — These bodies
provide safe and efficient marine pilotage services in Canada.
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6.1 LEGISLATION ADMINISTERED
The Minister has sole responsibility to Parliament for the following acts:

Aeronautics, An Act respecting Regulations made pursuant to s. 5 1969–70, c. 45

Airport Transfer (Miscellaneous Matters) Act 1992, c. 5

Blue Water Bridge Authority Act 1964–65, c. 6

Buffalo and Fort Erie Public Bridge Company Act 1934, c. 63

Canada Marine Act 1998, c. 10

Canada Ports Corporation Act R.S. 1985, c. C-9

Canada Transportation Act 1996, c. 10

CN Commercialization Act 1995, c. 24

Canadian National Montreal Terminals Act, 1929 1929, c. 12

Canadian National Toronto Terminals Act 1960, c. 26

Carriage by Air Act R.S. 1985, c. C-26

Carriage of Goods by Water Act 1993, c. 21

Civil Air Navigation Services Commercialization Act 1996, c. 20

Coasting Trade Act 1992, c. 31

Department of Transport Act R.S. 1985, c. T-18

(The) Hamilton Harbour Commissioners’ Act 1912, c. 98

Harbour Commissions Act R.S. 1985, c. H-1

Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island Railways
Employees’ Provident Fund Act 1906–07, c. 22

International Rapids Power Development 1952, c. 157

Marine and Aviation War Risks Act R.S.C. 1970, c. W-3

Marine Atlantic Inc. Acquisition Authorization Act 1986, c. 36

Marine Insurance Act 1993, c. 22

Marine Transportation Security Act 1994, c. 40

Maritime Code Act 1977-78, c. 41

Meaford Harbour, An Act respecting 1866, c. 78; 1907–08, c. 46

Motor Vehicle Fuel Consumption Standards Act R.S. 1985, c. M-9

Motor Vehicle Safety Act 1993, c. 16

Motor Vehicle Transport Act, 1987 R.S. 1985, c. 29 (3rd Supp.)

National Transcontinental Railway Act 1903, c. 71

Navigable Waters Protection Act R.S. 1985, c. N-22

Northern Transportation Company Limited
Disposal Authorization Act 1985, c. 35

Northumberland Strait Crossing Act 1993, c. 43

Ontario Harbours Agreement Act 1963, c. 39

Pilotage Act R.S. 1985, c. P-14

Port Warden for the Harbour of Montreal, An Act to amend 
and consolidate the Acts relating to the office of 1882, c. 45

Port Warden in the Harbour of Quebec, 
An Act to provide for the appointment of a 1871, c. 33

Railway Relocation and Crossing Act R.S. 1985, c. R-4

6 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
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Railway Safety Act R.S. 1985, c. 32 (4th Supp.)

Safe Containers Convention Act R.S. 1985, c. S-1

Shipping Conferences Exemption Act, 1987 R.S. 1985, c. 17 (3rd Supp.)

Toronto Harbour Commissioners’ Act, 1911 1911, c. 26 (repealed June 1999)

Toronto Harbour Commissioners’ Act, 1985 1986, c. 10 (repealed June 1999)

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act, 1992 1992, c. 34

United States Wreckers Act R.S. 1985, c. U-3

Winnipeg Terminals 1907, c. 52; 1914, c. 57

The Minister shares responsibility to Parliament for the following acts:

Aeronautics Act R.S. 1985, c. A-2

(Minister of National Defence)

Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act R.S. 1985, c. A-12

(Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development; 
Minister of Natural Resources)

Bills of Lading Act R.S. 1985, c. B-5

(Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada)

Canada Shipping Act R.S. 1985, c. S-9

(Minister of Fisheries and Oceans)

Excise Tax Act R.S. 1985, c. E-15

(Minister of Finance; Minister of National Revenue)

Government Property Traffic Act R.S. 1985, c. G-6

(Minister of Public Works and Government Services)

National Energy Board Act R.S. 1985, c. N-7

(Minister of Natural Resources)

Non-Smokers’ Health Act R.S. 1985, c. 15 (4th Supp.)

(Minister of Human Resources Development)

Ste-Foy-St-Nicolas Bridge Act 1964–65, c. 16
(Minister of Public Works and Government Services)

Disclaimer:

This list of statutes has been prepared for use as a ready reference and has no legal force or effect. For
all purposes of interpreting and applying the statutes, users should consult the Revised Statutes of
Canada, 1985, and any pertinent statutory instruments.

Transport Canada’s regulations and orders are too numerous to list. Please consult the Consolidated
Regulations of Canada, 1978, and any pertinent amending statutory instruments, as published in the
Canada Gazette, Part II.
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6.2 CONTACT LIST

Transport Canada Headquarters

Web Site:
http://www.tc.gc.ca

Mailing Address:
Transport Canada
Place de Ville, Tower C
330 Sparks Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0N5

General Enquiries:
Telephone: (613) 990-2309
Fax: (613) 954-4731

Library and Research Services Centre:
(613) 998-5128

TRANSPORT
CANADA

Transport Canada Regional Offices

Atlantic Region
95 Foundry Street
Moncton, New Brunswick
E1C 8K6
(506) 851-7316

Quebec Region
700 Leigh Capreol
Dorval, Quebec
H4Y 1G7
(514) 633-2714

Ontario Region
4900 Yonge Street
Toronto, Ontario
M2N 6A5
(416) 952-2170

Prairie and Northern Region
344 Edmonton Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 0P6
(204) 984-8105

Pacific Region
620–800 Burrard Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6Z 2J8
(604) 666-3518
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